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About SEMIT 2022-Sep 
International Conference on Science, Engineering Management and Information Technology 

2022-Sep is a gathering of faculty members, scholars, educators, industry experts, and university 

students from all around the world. SEMIT 2022-Sep aims to provide a platform to transfer 

information, experience, and scientific and research findings of the recent theoretical and practical 

achievements of engineering management and IT in both research and industry. The conference is 

an extraordinary opportunity to encourage experts to respond to current national and international 

engineering management and IT issues and to enhance university-industry collaboration. In 

addition to paper presentations and invited lectures keynote speech, the International Conference 

on Science, Engineering Management and IT 2022-Sep is also going to provide useful workshops 

and many other programs, the information of which is presented on its website 

(https://semit.refconf.com/). The conference warmly welcomes all researchers, lecturers, and 

students, as well as managers and experts in the field of engineering management and IT. 

The Conference language is English and the papers could be in English and Turkish. The selected 

English papers will be published in Springer's CCIS book series and will be indexed in the well-

known indexing databases, such as Scopus. 

With the increasing development in the field of Industrial Engineering and Information 

Technology, RefConf organization decided to hold the next International Conference on Science, 

Engineering Management and Information Technology (SEMIT 2022-Sep) in cooperation with 

Ankara Yildirim Beyazit University. SEMIT 2022-Sep is a good opportunity to encourage experts 

to respond to current engineering management and IT issues and to enhance university-industry 

collaboration. 

Presenting numerous papers in 18 specified panels, scientific and practical lectures by keynote 

speakers and prominent professors, as well as holding applied workshops, Attracted participants 

in the conference. 

 

Conference Topics 

All submissions falling within the broad area of Science, Engineering Management and 

Information Technology are welcome. In addition to research papers, case studies would be 

perfectly welcome. Full papers and abstracts are accepted for presenting in the conference and 

publishing in the proceeding. The conference topics include, but not limited to the following 

subjects: 

 IT and EM based case studies of manufacturing/ service industries (including automotive, 

food, tourism, petroleum, healthcare, insurance and banking, energy, etc.) 

 E-government, E-commerce, E-learning 

 Marketing and E-marketing for resources management 

 Data science, big data, data mining and knowledge management in EM 

 Decision making and support systems in an uncertain environment and risk management 

 Industry 4.0, supply chain 4.0, and logistics 4.0 

 Supply chain management (green SCM, sustainable SCM, agile SCM, JIT SCM, global 

SCM, etc.) 

 Optimization and decision making: methods and algorithms 
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 Inventory control, production planning and scheduling 

 Applied soft computing in engineering management 

 Metaheuristic algorithms and applications 

 Quality and productivity management and tools 

 Project management 

 Blockchain in engineering management 

 Artificial intelligence and expert systems 

 Digital city 

 Internet of things (IoT) 

 Other fields of study related to EM and IT 
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AYBU Preface 
 

We are honored to present the proceedings of the INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 

SCIENCE, ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT, AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

(SEMIT 2022-Sep) to the program's authors and delegates. We hope that it will be a useful, 

exciting, and inspiring resource for all readers. 

SEMIT 2022-Sep aims to provide a platform for discussion engineering management and 

information technology concerns, challenges, and possibilities. The rapidly growing scope and 

evolution of engineering management has resulted in new issues and questions. We feel the papers 

submitted for SEMIT 2022-Sep provide important tools to address these issues. 

The reaction to the request for papers was very positive, with submissions coming from Turkey, 

Iran, and other countries. Unfortunately, according to the results of the reviews and our capacity 

restrictions, a few manuscripts from prestigious institutions were not accepted. We'd like to offer 

our gratitude and appreciation to all of the reviewers who assisted us in reviving some of our 

SCI, Scopus and TRdizin papers. We also like to express our gratitude to the members of the 

organizing team for their efforts. 

We wish all of the attendees of the next SEMIT a beautiful and productive conference, as well as 

our international visitors a pleasant stay in Ankara. 

 

Prof. Hasan Okuyucu 

Dean of Faculty of Engineering and Natural Sciences 
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Scientific Report 
 

 

Scientific report of the conference 

Prof. A. Mirzazadeh, 

Kharazmi University, Tehran, Iran 

 

With the increasing development in the field of Industrial 

Engineering and Information Technology, RefConf organization 

decided to hold the next International Conference on Science, 

Engineering Management and Information Technology (SEMIT 

2022-Sep) in cooperation with Ankara Yildirim Beyazit University. SEMIT 2022-Sep is a good 

opportunity to encourage experts to respond to current engineering management and IT issues 

and to enhance university-industry collaboration. Presenting numerous papers in 18 specified 

panels, scientific and practical lectures by keynote speakers and prominent professors, as 

well as holding applied workshops, attracted participants in the conference. 

One of the features of the conference was the benefit of scientific support from twelve 

universities and associations, University of Kent, University of Texas at Dallas, University of 

Maryland, Ankara Science University, Vidyasagar University, Prague University of 

Economics and Business, International University of Rabat, Tunisian Operations Research 

Society, Suleyman Demirel University, Ataturk University, Istinye University and Manisa 

Celal Bayar University. Selected papers will be published by four scientific journals: 1) 

Central European Journal of Operations Research (CEJOR), 2) International Journal of 

Supply and Operations Management (IJSOM), 3) Journal of Turkish Operations Management 

(JTOM) and 4) Researcher Journal. The valuable presence of six keynote speakers and two 

opening and closing speeches from Macau, Australia, Germany, Portugal, USA, Oman, 

Poland and Czech Republic in addition to the participation of more than 200 authors, are 

among the other features that have given credence to this conference. 

The International Conference on Science, Engineering Management and Information 

Technology, is held having the support of 36 international scientific committee members from 

22 countries. A total of 123 papers have been submitted in SEMIT 2022-Sep. 66 papers of which 

were accepted for presentation in the conference that their abstracts are published in this book 

and their full version will be published by conference full papers proceedings and journals.  
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Figure 1. Geographical Diversity of Scientific Committee 

 

Selected English papers will be published in Springer's CCIS book series. Articles published in 

CCIS will be indexed in the following databases: 

 Scopus 

 SCImago 

 EI-Compendex 

 DBLP 

 Google Scholar 

 Mathematical Reviews 

 

CCIS volumes are also submitted for the inclusion in ISI proceedings.  

We hope that this conference could have been a step towards promoting the Engineering 

Management and Information Technology as well as the multidisciplinary fields related 

to the two main fields of EM and IT. At the end, it is worth thanking all the participants in 

holding this event. This success is due to the motivation, perseverance and unremitting efforts 

of dear friends and colleagues at Ankara Yildirim Beyazit University and other universities 

(board members and students), panel chairs, programming committee,  the scientific 

committee and the reviewers, the keynote speakers, workshop speakers, executive teams, panel 

members, presenters, attendees and others. 
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Kharazmi University, Tehran, Iran 

 

Dr. Ibrahim Yilmaz 

Yildirim Beyazit University, Ankara, Turkey 

 

Conference Coordinator: Leyla Chehrghani 

Kharazmi University, Tehran, Iran 

 

Ankara Yildirim Beyazit University Prof.  İbrahim Aydinli 

Rector 

 

Prof. Hasan Okuyucu  

Dean of Faculty of Engineering and Natural Sciences 

 

Prof. Mete Gundogan 

Head of IE Department 

 

Technical and Editorial chairs: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Babek Erdebilli 

Yildirim Beyazit University, Ankara, Turkey 
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Poznan University of Technology, Poznan, Poland 
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Istinye University, Istanbul, Turkey 
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Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, New Delhi, India 
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Suleyman Demirel University, Turkey 
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University of Kent, UK 

 

Dr. Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy 

International University of Japan, Japan 
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Aksaray University, Turkey 
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Dr. Eloisa Macedo 

University of Aveiro, Portugal 

 

Dr. Aybike Özyüksel Çiftçioğlu 

Manisa Celal Bayar University, Turkey 

 

Dr. Marilisa Botte 

University of Naples, Italy 
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University of Brescia, Italy 

Former President of IFORS 

 

Prof. Michael Pecht 

University of Maryland, USA 

 

Prof. Ali Allahverdi 

Kuwait University, Kuwait 
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University of Texas at Dallas, Naveen Jindal School of Management, 

USA 

 

Prof. Josef Jablonsky 

University of Economics and Business, Prague, Czech Republic 

Vice President of the Czech Society for Operational Research 

 

Prof. Ruben Ruiz 

Statistics and Operations research, University of Polytechnics, Valencia, 

Spain 

 

Prof. AllaEldin Kassam 

University of Technology, Baqdad, Iraq 

 

Prof. Bernardo Almada-Lobo 

Porto University, Porto, Portugal 

 

Prof. Ergun Eraslan 

Ankara Yildirim Beyazit University, Turkey 

 

Prof. Mehmet Kabak 

Gazi University, Turkey 

 

Prof. Leopoldo Eduardo Cárdenas-Barrón 

School of Engineering and Sciences, Tecnológico de Monterrey, Mexico 

 

Dr. Michael G. Kay 

North Carolina State, University, USA 
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Prof. Stefan Wolfgang Pickl 

Bundeswehr University, Germany 

 

Dr. Svetlana Rastvortseva 

National Research University, Higher School of Economics, 

Moscow, Russia 

 

Dr. Yavuz Selim Özdemir 

Ankara Science University, Turkey 

 

Dr. Tatiana Tchemisova 

University of Aveiro, Portugal 

 

Dr. Elif Kilic Delice 

Ataturk University, Erzurum, Turkey 

 

Dr. Paulina Golinska 

Poznan University of technology, Poland 

 

Dr. Sujan Piya 

Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat, Oman 
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Poznan University of Technology, Poland 

 

Dr. Serap Ergun 

Isparta University of Applied Sciences, Turkey 
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National Institute of Food Technology, Entrepreneurship and 

Management, Niftem, India 

 

Dr. Rahul S Mor 

NIFTEM, Deemed to be University, India 

 

Dr. Reza Kiani Mavi 

Edith Cowan University, Australia 

 

Dr. Abdullah Yildizbasi 

Ankara Yildirim Beyazit University, Turkey 
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Dr. Sadia Samar Ali 

King Abdul Aziz University, Saudi Arabia 

 

Dr. Jaouad Boukachour 

University of Le Havre-Normandy, Le Havre, France 

 

Dr. Sachin Kumar 

University of Plymouth, UK 

 

Opening and Closing Sessions 

Speakers: 

Prof. Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber 

IFORS Developing Countries, Chair 

Poznan University of Technology, Poznan, Poland 

 

Prof. Josef Jablonsky 

University of Economics and Business, Prague, Czech Republic 

Vice President of the Czech Society for Operational Research 

 

Keynote Speakers: Prof. Janny M.Y. Leung 

Choi Kai Yau College, The University of Macau 

President of IFORS 

 

Prof. Kok Lay Teo 

JIMO Editor in Chief 

School of Mathematical Sciences at Sunway University, Malaysia. 

Curtin University, Australia  

 

Prof. Stefan Wolfgang Pickl 

University of Bundeswehr München, Germany 

 

Prof. Bernardo Almada-Lobo 

University of Porto, Portugal 

 

Prof. Michael G. Kay 

Associate Professor, North Carolina State University, USA 
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University of Sfax, Tunisia,  
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Prof. Taicir Moalla Loukil 

University of Sfax, Tunisia,  

President of The Tunisian Operational Research Society 

 

Prof. Safa Bhar Layeb 

University of Tunis El Manar, Tunis, Tunisia 

Dr. Marwa  Hasni 

Laboratoire d'Économie et de Finance Appliqué (LEFA), Tunis, 

Tunisia 
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National Research University, Higher School of Economics, 
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King Abdul Aziz University, Saudi Arabia 
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Suleyman Demirel University, Turkey 
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International University of Japan, Japan 
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People's Police University, Vietnam  

 

Dr. Ly Lan Yen 
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Research Assistant, Ankara Yıldırım Beyazıt University, Turkey 

 

Leyla Chehrghani 

Kharazmi University, Tehran, Iran 
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Leyla Chehrghani 
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Keynote Speakers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Janny M.Y. Leung 

 

Choi Kai Yau College,  

The University of Macau 

President of the International Federation of 

Operational Research Societies (IFORS). 

Short Biography 
 

Janny Leung is a Professor at the University of Macau 

affiliated with the Faculty of Business Administration and the 

State Key Lab of Internet of Things for Smart City. She holds 

an S.B. degree in Applied Mathematics from Harvard 

University, an M.A. in Mathematics from Oxford University 

and a Ph.D. in Operations Research from the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology. Her main research interests are 

combinatorial optimization and transportation logistics. Her 

research has been well supported by the National Science 

Foundation of USA and the Hong Kong Research Grants 

Council. She is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of 

Logistics and Transport, a Fellow of the Hong Kong 

Institution of Engineers and a Fellow of the Institute for 

Operations Research and the Management Sciences 

(INFORMS). She is currently the President of the 

International Federation of Operational Research Societies 

(IFORS). 

 

 

 

Public Transport for Smart Cities 
 

Abstract 

 
The idea of a smart city is one that utilizes IoT technologies and data analytics to optimize the efficiency of city operations 

and services, so as to provide a high quality of life for its citizens. Therefore, public transport for a smart city should aim 

beyond the movement of people, to providing mobility for living. The growth of metropolitan areas in many countries 

into mega-cities have led to extreme traffic congestion in city centres and urban sprawl on their outskirts. In order to 

provide sufficient coverage/frequency, an integrated co-ordinated multi-modal public transportation system is needed, 

leading to substantial increase in operational complexity. Environmental concerns and the recent pandemic may also 

have changed work and commuting patterns in the future. For smart cities, public transportation must offer ubiquitous 

access, real-time response to demand, convenience and quality service, and energy-efficient operations. This talk will 

discuss the challenges in network design, operations planning, scheduling and management of smart public transportation 

systems. 
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Keynote Speakers 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Kok Lay 

Teo 

Collaborators include 

Changjun Yu, 

Chongyang Liu, Ryan 

Loxton, and Changzhi 

Wu 

John Curtin 

Distinguished Emeritus 

Professor, 

Curtin University 

Professor and Associate 

Dean (Research & 

Postgraduate Studies), 

Sunway University 

Short Biography 
 

Professor Kok Lay Teo received his Ph.D. degrees in Electrical Engineering from the 

University of Ottawa, Canada. He is an Academician of the International Academy for 

Systems and Cybernetic Sciences (IASCYS), a Fellow of Asian-Pacific Artificial 

Intelligent Association (AAIA) and a Fellow of the Australian Mathematical Society 

(AustMS). He was with the Department of Applied Mathematics, University of New South 

Wales, Australia, the Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, National 

University of Singapore, Singapore, the Department of Mathematics, the University of 

Western Australia, Australia, and the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Curtin 

University, Australia. He then took up the position of Chair Professor of Applied 

Mathematics and Head of the Department of Applied Mathematics at the Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University from December 1998 to December 2004. He returned to Curtin 

University as Professor of Applied Mathematica and Head of the Department of 

Mathematics and Statistics from January 2005 to December 2010. He was John Curtin 

Distinguished Professor at Curtin University from January 2011 until his retirement in 

November 2019. He is now John Curtin Distinguished Emeritus Professor at Curtin 

University, and a Professor in the School of Mathematical Sciences at Sunway University, 

Malaysia.  
He was a member of the Australian Research Council’s (ARC) Mathematical, Information, 

and Computing Sciences Research Evaluation Committee for 2010 and 2015 rounds of 

Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA). Professor Teo has published 6 books and over 

550 SCI-listed journal papers. Details of his latest book are: Kok Lay Teo, Bin Li, Changjun 

Yu and Volker Rehbock, Applied and Computational Optimal Control: A Control 

Parameterization Approach, Springer Optimization and Its Application 171, 2021. He has 

a software package, MISER3.3, for solving constrained optimal control problems. His 

current editorial positions include serving as Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Industrial 

and Management Optimization; and as a member of editorial board of a number of journals 

such as Automatica, Journal of Global Optimization, Journal of Optimization Theory and 

Applications, Optimization and Engineering, Discrete and Continuous Dynamic Systems, 

Optimization Letters, and Applied Mathematical Modelling. His research interests include 

theoretical and computational aspects of optimal control and optimization, and their 

practical applications such as in signal processing in telecommunications, process control, 

and industrial and management optimization. 
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Optimal Control Computation for Nonlinear Time 

Delay Systems 

 

Abstract 
 

Time-delay system is a type of dynamic system that depends not only on the current state and/or control but also on 

previous state and/or control. This phenomenon is encountered in various real-world situations. The control 

parameterization technique used in conjunction with the time scaling transform is an effective computational method 

for solving various optimal control problems. More specifically, the control parameterization method approximates the 

control function as a piecewise constant function with its heights and switching times as decision variables. The time 

scaling transform maps various time points into fixed time points in a new time horizon. However, time delays bring 

difficulties to time-scaling transformation when solving the time-delay optimal control problems. Although time- 

scaling transform technique maps the variable switching times into fixed time points in a new time horizon, it also 

transforms the fixed time delays defined in the original time horizon into variable delays in the new time horizon. 

Therefore, the time-scaling transformation technique fails to be applicable to solve the time-delay optimal control 

problem. In this talk, two generalized time scaling transforms will be discussed. The first transform is a hybrid time- 

scaling transform, which works by mapping the current state/control into a new time scale while the time-delay 

state/control still remain in the original time horizon. On this basis, variational method or co-state method can be used 

to derive the gradient formulas. Thus, gradient-based algorithms can be developed to solve the time-delay optimal 

control problems. However, the values of the delay state/control in the new time horizon can only be obtained by 

numerical interpolation. For the second transform, the explicit closed form expression for the variable delay in the new 

time horizon is derived, and hence is regarded as a complete version of the time scaling transform for time-delay optimal 

control problems. The gradient formulas of the objective and constraint functions can be derived based on variational 

method or costate method. A real-world practical example is solved so as to illustrate the effectiveness of the methods 

proposed. 

 

In this keynote talk, we will summarize the real-world manufacturing scheduling models based on FJSP and a variant 

of hybrid EA algorithms for solving FJSP, fuzzy-FJSP and large scale FJSP. For expanding GA to hybrid metaheuristics, 

a sequent of the advanced developments will be introduced such as hybrid GA with PSO and Cauchy distribution for a 

fuzzy FJSP (IEEE Trans. Semicon. Auto., 2018) and hybrid cooperative co-evolutionary algorithm for a large-scale 

FJSP (IEEE Trans. Fuzzy Systems, 2019). 
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Keynote Speakers 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Stefan Pickl 

Institute for Theoretical Computer Science, 

Mathematics and Operations Research at 

Universität der Bundeswehr München, Germany 

 

Short Biography 

Stefan Pickl is a professor at the Institute for Theoretical 

Computer Science, Mathematics and Operations Research at 

Universität der Bundeswehr München, Germany. He studied 

mathematics, theoretical electrical engineering and philosophy at 

the TU Darmstadt (diploma 1993, ERASMUS scholarship holder 

at the EPFL Lausanne) where he also earned his doctorate in 1998. 

In 2004 he got a C4 professorship for Operations Research at the 

Uni Bw in Munich and earned Habilitation in 2004/05 from the 

University of Cologne. From 2000-2005, Mr. Pickl was a research 

assistant and project manager at the Center for Applied Computer 

Science in Cologne (ZAIK) with main responsibility in the area of 

"Modeling, Simulation and Optimization of Resource Conflicts - 

Analysis of Complex Systems". He is vice-president of the 

German Committee for Disaster Reduction DKKV. 

50 Years "Limits of Growth" Management Science Challenges and 

Perspectives on Energy Security and Complex Resource Conflicts 
 

Abstract 
 

2022 is a special year from different perspectives: Resource conflicts, security and climate-policy issues play an 

important role. This talk summarizes the history of more than 50 years Club of Rome and their important contribution 

“Limits of Growth” and presents special views from Management Science to complex resource conflicts and scenario-

based decision making processes in context of energy security. 
Different mathematical decision models and solution concepts are introduced. The TEM model is summarized and a 

game-theoretic extension is discussed. An algorithmic solution concept based on intelligent optimization techniques is 

derived. Some generalizations are characterized and discussed:  Managerial Decision Making will be influenced in the 

future by certain developments of AI-based expert systems, machine learning techniques as well as different 

reinforcement learning approaches. Prescriptive analytics could be considered as an example how managerial decision 

making could be seen as a further application for control science and classical optimization in context of energy security 

and complex resource conflicts. May intelligent game theoretic solutions lead to sustainable solutions …? 
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Keynote Speakers 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Bernardo Almada-

Lobo 

University of Porto, Faculty of Engineering, 

INESC-TEC 

 

Short Biography 
 

Full Professor at Industrial Engineering and Management, Faculty of 

Engineering, Porto University, and of Porto Business School. Co-

founder of advanced analytics LTPlabs. Member of the Board of 

Trustees of Fundação Belmiro de Azevedo. 

Former member of the Board at INESC TEC Technology and Science. 

Former researcher at Operations Research Center of Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology – MIT/ORC and Visiting Professor at 

University of São Paulo. 

Advanced Management Programme from INSEAD. PhD and Master in 

Industrial Engineering and Management, University of Porto. Certified 

Analytics Professional from The Institute for Operations Research and 

the Management Sciences.  

His main area of activity is Management Science/Operations Research. 

He develops and applies advanced analytical models and methods to 

help make better decisions, solving managerial problems in various 

domains (manufacturing, health, retail and mobility), with a special 

focus on Operations Management.  

 

How Can We Mind the Gap Between Theory and Practice in 

Prescriptive Analytics? 

Abstract 

Most organizations already use to a certain extent effectively descriptive analytics to understand past events. Fewer 

attempts through predictive analytics the anticipation of scenarios and estimation of trends, and only a minority triggers 

great or clever recommendations based on prescriptive analytics. The necessary change of companies’ mindset regarding 

the use of optimization models and business decision support systems, requires more than just appropriate technology, 

people and processes. It requires a proper change management. 

In parallel, academic institutions must also lift the practical relevance of the research conducted in operations research 

and management science.   

In this talk, we make use of a few successful and unsuccessful business analytics R&D projects related to operations 

management, as well as recent developments in prescriptive analytics, to draw some guidelines and best practices of this 

field. 
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Prof. Michael G. Kay 

Director, Integrated Manufacturing Systems 

Engineering 

Associate Professor, Fitts Department of 

Industrial and Systems Engineering 

North Carolina State University 

Raleigh, NC  27695-7906, USA 

 

Short Biography 
 

Professor Michael G. Kay is director of the Integrated Manufacturing 

Systems Engineering graduate program at North Carolina State 

University. He did his doctoral studies at NC State’s Center for 

Robotics and Intelligent Machines and teaches courses in logistics 

engineering, production system design, and operations research. His 

research is currently focused on the development of public logistics 

networks.  

 

Public Logistics Networks for Home Delivery 
Abstract 

 

This talk will describe the design methodologies and protocol/mechanism specifications involved in developing a public 

logistics network that is able to facilitate low-cost deliveries to the home via the use of autonomous vehicles. The 

challenges and opportunities of this approach to home delivery are discussed, along with a discussion and relative cost 

comparison of different home delivery alternatives. A network design procedure is discussed that determines the number 

and location of distribution centers (DCs) in a metro area that best supports home delivery, along with a storage system 

control architecture for use inside of a DC and a mechanism to coordinate the operation of each vehicle in DC in the 

home delivery network. Finally, an estimate is provided of the likely cost for each delivery to the home. 
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Assoc. Prof. Hakan Gultekin 

Department of Mechanical and Industrial 

Engineering, 

Department Postgarduate and Research Coordinator, 

Sultan Qaboos University, 

Muscat, Oman 

 

Short Biography 
 

Hakan Gultekin has been an Associate Professor at the Department 

of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering at Sultan Qaboos 

University, Oman, since 2018. He received his Ph.D. degree in 

Industrial Engineering from Bilkent University, Turkey, in 2007. 

After his postdoc studies at the University of Liege, Belgium, he 

was employed at TOBB University of Economics and Technology, 

Turkey, from 2007 to 2018.  

Dr. Gultekin's research interests include scheduling, optimization 

modelling, and exact and heuristic algorithm development for 

problems arising in communication, modern manufacturing, 

energy, and logistics. His research has been supported by the 

Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey 

(TUBITAK). 

Energy-Efficient Scheduling in Robotic Manufacturing Cells 

 
Abstract 
Industrial robots are widely used in factories, and their usage rates are still increasing rapidly every year. They are 

preferred for many reasons, such as increasing throughput rates, providing flexibility in production, and performing 

work that may be toxic or dangerous for workers or non-ergonomic. One of the most common uses of industrial robots 

is material handling. Production systems consisting of several machines and a robot responsible for loading and 

unloading these machines and transporting materials between them are called robotic cells. 

In order to obtain maximum benefit from robotic cells, critical operational problems need to be solved. Among them, 

the sequencing of the jobs and the robot's movements are among the most important. On the other hand, robotic cells 

are systems with high energy consumption due to their structure. This talk will first define the classical operational 

problems in robotic cells. Later we will discuss the modelling of energy consumption of the robot with respect to its 

movement speed and the trade-off between the throughput rate and energy consumption. We will develop optimization 

models and solution procedures that consider this trade-off for robotic cells of different structures. The results compiled 

from various studies will show how much energy can be saved under different scenarios. 
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Dr. Roya 

Soltani 

 

Department of Industrial Engineering, Faculty 

of Engineering, Khatam University, Tehran, 

Iran 

Short Biography  
Roya Soltani is an Assistant Professor at the Department of industrial 

engineering, Khatam University, Tehran, Iran. She received her Ph.D. 

degree in Industrial Engineering from Iran University of Science and 

Technology, Tehran, Iran. Her current research interests include 

Operations Research and Management Science, Optimization under 

Uncertainty, Robust and Stochastic Optimization, Reliability 

Optimization, Logistics Network Design, Heuristic and Meta-

heuristic applications. 

 
 

 

 

Dr. Shahla 

Paslar 

 

Department of Industrial Engineering, Bandar 

Abbas Branch, Islamic Azad University, 

Bandar Abbas, Iran 

Shahla Paslar is an Assistant Professor at the Department of 

industrial engineering, Islamic Azad University Bandar Abbas branch 

(IAUBA), Bandar Abbas, Iran, since 2016. She received the Ph.D. 

degree in industrial engineering from the University Putra Malaysia, 

Selangor, Malaysia, in 2014. She currently teaches the course on 

integer programming and facility location problem in the M.S. 

program in IAUBA, and combinatorial optimization problem in the 

Ph.D. program in Islamic Azad University Qeshm Branch, Qeshm, 

Iran. Her current research interests include combinatorial 

optimization problem, and the application of metaheuristic algorithms 

to real-world problems. 
 

 

Metaheuristics for Combinatorial Optimization Problems: from 

Design to Implementation 
Abstract 
 
Metaheuristics are general high-level procedures that coordinate simple heuristics and rules to find high-quality 

solutions to combinatorial optimization problems. Through this workshop, first metaheuristics and their building blocks 

are introduced so that the scholars and researchers will be able to learn the main concepts relevant for the design and 

implementation of metaheuristics for practical problems such as logistic and supply chains, transportation, 

telecommunications, vehicle routing and scheduling, manufacturing and production, timetabling, sports scheduling, 

facility location and layout, network design, power generation, finance, marketing, among others. Finally, the essential 

steps for implementing a metaheusristic algorithm is described to solve a real world problem. 
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Prof. Souhail 

Dhouib  

 

OLID laboratory, Higher Institute of Industrial 

Management, University of Sfax, Tunisia, Former 

vice president of Tunisian Operational Research 

Society 

 

Short Biography  
Souhail Dhouib is a Full Professor at the University of Sfax, 

Tunisia. His teaching and research interests are related to the areas 

of Decision Science, Computer Science and Management 

Science. He is the inventor of Dhouib-Matrix concept which 

gathers several optimization methods: heuristics (Dhouib-Matrix-

TSP1, Dhouib-Matrix-AP1, Dhouib-Matrix-TP1, ... etc.) and 

metaheuristics (Far-to-Near, Dhouib-Matrix-3, Dhouib-Matrix-4, 

... etc.). He is former vice president of Tunisian Operational 

Research Society. 

  

 

 

 

Prof. Taicir Moalla 

Loukil   

 

 

MODILS laboratory, Faculty of Management and 

Economic Sciences, University of Sfax, Tunisia, 

President of The Tunisian Operational Research 

Society 

 

Taicir Moalla Loukil has received her State doctorate from the 

Faculty of Economics and Management of Sfax, Tunisia in 2001. 

She is the President of the Tunisian Operational Research Society. 

She worked as a chief of the department development and studies 

at the ‘’Office des ports Aériens de Tunisie’’ prior to joining the 

University of Sfax. Her research activities include decision aid, 

combinatorial optimization, multicriteria optimization, and 

scheduling and logistics problems. She acted as a guest editor of 

a special issue on ‘’Developments in Multiple Objective 

Programming and Goal Programming’’ at International 

Transactions in Operations Research (ITOR). She has authored or 

co-authored more than 50 scientific papers published in 

specialized reviews and book chapters. She has supervised 20 

PhD thesis and more than 30 master thesis. 

 

Approximation Methods under uncertain environments 

Abstract 
 

Generally, the approximation methods (Heuristics and Metaheuristics) provide a solution for complex problems in a 

polynomial computational time. These methods are basically developed for certain environment with crisp data. 

However, in real live data of industrial problems are generally presented under fuzzy, intuitionistic or neutrosophic 

environments. 

In this workshop we will discuss about the enhancement of existent optimization methods for combinatorial problems 

(Scheduling Problem, Knapsack Problem, Shortest Path Problem, Transportation Problem, etc.) or continuous problems 

(Engineering Design Problem, etc.) under fuzzy, intuitionistic or neutrosophic domains. Real world application with 

step by step explication will be highly appreciated. 
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Prof. Svetlana 

Rastvortseva 
World Economy Department 

Faculty of World Economy and 

International Affairs 
University HSE 

Russia 

Short Biography 
 

Svetlana Rastvortseva is a professor at the World Economy Department, Higher 

School of Economics. She received her Doctoral Dissertation on 

topic Management of Social and Economic Effectiveness of Regional 

Development at St. Petersburg State University of Economics and Finance. Her 

major research interests are Regional Economics, Economic Geography, 

Agglomeration economy, Innovation, Economic Growth, Path-dependence, 

International Business.  She has published in top scientific journals and served as 

keynote speaker in a variety of international conferences. Her research portfolio 

includes also several research grants that she led with success in Russia. Svetlana 

is a chief editor of Journal of regional and international competitiveness and a 

member of the editorial board in such journals as City governance: theory and 

practice, Russian Journal of Industrial Economics, Strategizing: Theory and 

Practice and University proceedings. Volga region. Social sciences. Her teaching 

activities consists in a wide range of undergraduate and graduate courses on 

Regional Economics, Strategic Aspects in the Regional Economy, International 

Business, International Strategic Management, Competition and Competitiveness 

in International Business.  

 

Importance of Circular Economy for Sustainable Development 
 

Abstract 

 
The positive impact of information and communication technologies (ICT) on economic development and growth in a 

country or region is beyond doubt. However, when conducting empirical tests based on different countries and regions 

of the world, this relationship looks ambiguous. The study uses two approaches, static and dynamic, represented by the 

Cobb-Douglas production function and the neoclassical growth model. The static approach assesses how the main 

components of ICT (fixed telephone subscriptions per 100 inhabitants, mobile cellular subscription per 100 inhabitants, 

fixed broadband subscription per 100 inhabitants, internet users as percentage of population) affect economic 

development (GDP or GRP per capita in the current period of time). The dynamic approach shows this impact on the 

rate of economic growth, i.e. in the long run. The object of the research is (1) 27 countries of the European Union during 

the period from 1960 to 2020, (2) 83 regions of Russia during the period from 2000 to 2019, but not before a particular 

technology implementation. The analysis has shown that ICTs have a permanent positive impact on economic 

development (both in EU countries and in Russia). At the same time, the impact of different types of technologies on 

economic growth is observed predominantly in the early stages of development and has a lag shift.  
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Prof. Safa 

Bhar Layeb  
 

 

LR-OASIS, National Engineering School of 

Tunis, University of Tunis El Manar, Tunis, 

Tunisia 

Short Biography  
Safa Bhar  Layeb is a professor of industrial engineering and a member of 

the OASIS Lab at the National Engineering School of Tunis, Tunisia. She is 

Polytechnic Engineer and has obtained her Master’s in Mathematical 

Engineering, PhD in Applied Mathematics, and HDR in Industrial 

Engineering. She is the founding chair of the African Working Group in 

Health Systems, affiliated with the African Federation of Operational 

Research Societies (AFROS). She is particularly interested in data science and 

industrial engineering approaches and their applications in network design, 

logistics and healthcare.  

 

 

 

Dr. Marwa 

Hasni 
 

 

Laboratoire d'Économie et de Finance 

Appliqué (LEFA), Tunis, Tunisia 

Marwa Hasni is Assistant professor in Industrial Engineering at ISSIG Gabes 

– University of Gabes. She holds a PhD in Industrial Engineering from Ecole 

Nationale d'Ingénieurs deTunis - University of Tunis El Manar and member 

of the Laboratory of Economics and Applied Finance (LEFA) since 2021. She 

also holds a diploma of Engineer in Industrial Engineering and Logistics of 

the National Engineering School of Carthage-University of Carthage. Her 

research focuses on the development and the analysis of forecasting 

techniques applied to production systems and to financial and banking 

systems. The interest being non-parametric sampling techniques and those 

associated with the Machine learning and deep learning approaches. Marwa 

Hasni has published and reviewed a number of research studies on the side of 

several international journals namely: International Journal of Production 

Economics, International Journal of Production Research, International 

Journal of Decision Sciences, Risk and Management, Managerial and 

Decision Economics, International Journal of Economics, and Strategic 

Management of Business Processes. 

Approximation Methods under uncertain environments 

Abstract 
 
Machine learning is the science of programming machines to perform human tasks without being explicitly programmed to Email 

spam recognition, spelling checkers, and platform video recommenders are commonly encountered machine learning applications 

that we are exploring in our everyday life. In this workshop, two learning objectives are targeted. First, acquire practice 

implementation of machine learning algorithms using Python. Second, give key criteria to help to select adequate machine learning 

algorithm given a particular case study. 
For the purpose of the first objective, a comprehensive review of algorithms covering major machine learning models is provided. 

Afterwards, specified labs are animated using python. We propose the Simple Linear regression, the Multiple Linear regression 

and the Logistic regression to deal with the regression models. The Decision Tree, the Random Forest and the Naïve Bayes for 

classification models; and the K-means, the Nearest Neighbors (NN) and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) for the clustering 

ones. 
To accomplish the second objective, we will introduce some popular use cases of Machine Learning and go through Machine 

Learning interview questions to assess practical market expectations. 
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Dr. Sadia Samar Ali  

Department of Industrial 

Engineering 

Faculty of Engineering 

King Abdul-Aziz University,  

Saudi Arabia 

Short Biography 
 

Sadia Samar Ali (Ph. D. in Operations Research) is an Associate Professor with 

Department of Industrial Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, King Abdulaziz 

University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. She has extensive experience in engineering and 

management teaching, training, research, mentor and specializes in Sustainable 

practices in Supply Chain Management, Technology and Innovation related to 

developing countries by using Optimization and Quantitative Analysis. She is 

associated with EURO and IFORS groups as part of the working team in promoting ' 

Sustainable and Optimization practices'. She offers courses related to supply chain 

management & logistics, industrial quality control, probability distribution, 

optimization, design of experiments, and decision making. She is associated with 

EURO and IFORS groups as part of the working team in promoting ' Sustainable and 

Optimization practices' and ' Smart Technologies practices of developing countries’. 

She has authored many research articles, papers, reports, and books in ISI, SCI/SSCI, 

SCOPUS and SCIRUS indexed journals such as Journal of Cleaner Production, 

International Journal of Production Research , International Journal of Production 

Economics, Annals of Operations Research, IEEE Transactions on Engineering 

Management,  Central European Journal of Operations Research, International 

Journal of Quality & Reliability Management , Mathematics , Benchmarking: An 

International Journal , Optimization : A Journal of Mathematical Programming and 

Operations Research  . Her recent titles for the book contributed are ‘Best Practices of 

Green Supply Chain Management: A Developing Countries Perspectives; Emerald 

Global Publications’ and ‘Logistics 4.0: Digital Transformation of Supply Chain 

Management’ CRC Press| Taylor & Francis Group. She has been a keynote speaker 

at international conferences, editorial board member and guest editor for the topics 

based on data analytics, optimization and industrial engineering.  
 

Revamping Low Carbon Performance in Green Practices for a 

Sustainable Society: An Empirical Analysis 
Abstract 
 
The present study focusses on evaluating the impact green practices on Low carbon performance which affects the Sustainable 

manufacturing and societies. So, the author proposed a theoretical model to evaluate the proposed hypotheses for the given study. 

To test, the theoretical model, a survey was conducted using the modified Dillman’s approach. The data was collected from the 

manufacturer and 380 useable responses were obtained. Using the collected data, the measurement model was tested in the PLS-

SEM package. The validity and reliability ensured the data is appropriate and can be used for further analysis. From, the structural 

model analysis, the authors found that proposed hypotheses are found to significant and support the theoretical model. However, 

in order to check the robustness of the proposed model, Machine Learning (ML) classifiers were used to test the hypotheses 

proposed in the study. Different ML classifiers were used and found ANN classifiers is apt for the study. Further it was found that 

hypotheses were valid with overall accuracy of 92.68% with an error value of 0.25. Moreover, the distinctness of the Regulatory 

Framework (RF) and LCP (Low Carbon Performance) were not widely observed. Therefore, a post hoc analysis was conducted to 

check the usability of the RF and LCP using the Item Response Theory (IRT) and found that RF and LCP are appropriate for the 

study. The present study is unique in terms of testing the theoretical model with different ML classifiers. Further, scale validation 

was carried out with the IRT to validate the efficacy of the proposed model. 
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PS01 

- Leveraging Computational Intelligence for Sustainable Development 

- Artificial Intelligence Applications in Engineering 

- Engineering Optimization and Artificial Intelligence 

Analysis of Decision_Making Capability of BI Software Used in Enterprises in Turkey 

Çiğdem Sıcakyüz 

* Corresponding author E-mail address: cigdem.sicakyuz@ankarabilim.edu.tr 

Abstract 

Business intelligence is one of the best indicators of digitalization, enabling businesses to control their processes better and make 

them happen efficiently. In recent years, the Republic of Turkey's Ministry of Industry and Technology's efforts to digitalize SMEs 

show the importance of business intelligence for the country. This study aims to reveal whether the decision-making capability of 

Business Intelligence (BI) software differs according to the size of the enterprise. A survey was conducted to determine the 

decision-making capability of BI software on 50 enterprises participating in the Efficiency and Technology Fair held in June 2021. 

Business intelligence capability was measured using the Likert-type scale between 1 and 7. For this purpose, Kruskal-Wallis test 

was conducted considering different business sizes, such as micro, small, medium-sized, and large. The result exhibited that BI 

decision-making capability did not vary according to the size of the enterprise. Also another result is that approximately 68.9% of 

the companies use business intelligence, and 30% have a favorable view of business intelligence. 4% of enterprise representatives 

do not know who uses business intelligence in their company. In addition, it has been revealed that the most preferred business 

intelligence software is SAP Business Objects and ORACLE. 

Keywords: Business Intelligence, Digitalization, SMEs, Firm awareness  Developing an Optimization Model to Determine Fleet 

Size of Automated Guided Vehicle 

Luminescence Behavior of Fe3O4@Eu:58S Bioactive Glass Core/Shell Nanoparticles 
a,b

Fatma Unal and 
b,c,d

Batur Ercan 

 
a
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Hitit University, Corum 19030, Turkey 

bDepartment of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Middle East Technical University, Ankara 06800, Turkey  
cBIOMATEN, Center of Excellence in Biomaterials and Tissue Engineering, Middle East Technical University, 06800, Ankara, 

Turkey  
dBiomedical Engineering Program, Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey 

 *Corresponding author E-mail address: 

 fatmaunal@hitit.edu.tr, funal@metu.edu.tr   

Abstract 

Fe3O4@Eu:58S bioactive glass nanoparticles in a core@shell structure were synthesized using the modified Stöber method coupled 

with a layer-by-layer assembly approach. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of the nanoparticles revealed that no additional peaks 

from the Fe3O4 (SPION)/Bioactive glass nanoparticles except for the crystalline peaks originating from SPIONs, which belong to 

cubic magnetite crystal structure (Fd-3m space group). According to Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis, it was 

observed that nanoparticles were spherical, and their average particle size was about 50 nm. High Resolution-Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (HR-TEM) images confirmed that nanoparticles were spherical and had a core-shell structure. Photoluminescence (PL) 

measurements conducted under a 374 nm excitation source with a 450 W xenon lamp at room temperature specified that the highest 

PL red emission belonged to 4 at.% Eu-doped nanoparticles. In addition, the PL emission spectra showed a strong characteristic 

peak at 612 nm (red emission). 

Keywords: Fe3O4@Eu:58S bioactive glass, Core-shell nanostructure, Stöber method 
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A Novel Computational Framework for Comparing CSR Performance: Evidence 

from India  

Sanjib Biswas*, Neha Joshi*, Samarjit Kar* 

*Corresponding author E-mail address: sanjibb@acm.org 

Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, it provides a framework for comparing the performance of firms on corporate social 

responsibility (CSR). The current paper provides a new direction to measure CSR performance from the perspectives of major 

stakeholders such as customer, society, government, employee, environment and shareholders. To this end the present paper 

proposes a set of proxy indicators that act as the criteria or features for comparing a group of organizations (i.e., alternatives). The 

top 10 manufacturing firms listed in the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) 100 stocks in India are selected as the alternatives or 

decision making units (DMU). The study period is FY 2016-17 to FY 2020-21. The underlying objective is to discern the 

comparative positions of the DMUs over a span of five financial years. The second purpose of this paper is to propose a novel 

multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) framework for computation. The proposed method (Assessment based on COmbined 

Distance from Ideal-Average solutions using Multi-Normalization scheme or ACODIAMN) combines the best features of two 

popular models such as combinative distance-based assessment (CODAS) and preference ranking on the basis of ideal-average 

distance (PROBID) in addition to leveraging the benefits of utilizing multiple schemes for normalization. To test the reliability of 

the proposed computational model, a comparison with other MCDM models such as technique for order preference by similarity 

to ideal solution (TOPSIS), complex proportional assessment (COPRAS) and evaluation based on distance from average solution 

(EDAS) is performed. A sensitivity analysis is conducted to examine the stability in the outcome of the proposed ACODIAMN 

model. It is observed that the proposed model provides reasonably reliable and stable results. 

Keywords: CSR Performance, MCDM, Stakeholders, Assessment based on Combined Distance from Ideal-Average solutions 

using Multi-Normalization scheme (ACODIAMN) 

The Effect of Use of PPE in the Construction Sector on Prevention of Occupational 

Accidents 
1

Servet Soygüder 
2

İbrahim Berke Kaşikçi 
3

Bilal Cansiz 

1Ankara Yıldırım Beyazıt University, Faculty of Engineering and Natural Sciences, 06010, Ankara, Türkiye, ORDIC: ID/0000-

0002-8191-6891  

2Ankara Yıldırım Beyazıt University, Graduate School of Natural and Applied Sciences, 06010, Ankara, Türkiye, ORCID: 

ID/0000-0003-3056-108X 3Ankara Yıldırım Beyazıt University, Graduate School of Natural and Applied Sciences,06010, 

Ankara, Türkiye, ORCID: ID/0000-0003-2952-7546  

* Corresponding author E-mail address: ssoyguder@ybu.edu.tr 

Abstract 

The construction sector is a locomotive especially in developing countries such as Turkey, with the added value and employment it 

has created in terms of many sub-sectors it is connected to. In parallel with this generalization, the number of work accidents, 

injury and death rates experienced in the construction sector in Turkey are also quite high. As in the rest of the world, legal 

arrangements are made in our country to prevent workplace accidents and to minimize risks. In this context, the Occupational 

Health and Safety Law No. 6331 and various additional regulations came into force. "Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 

in Construction Works" was prepared on the basis of EU Directive 92/57/EEC. According to the "Communiqué on Workplace 

Hazard Classes on Occupational Health and Safety", construction activities are among the very dangerous class workplaces. In the 

construction sector, which is the sector with the highest number of deaths as a result of work accidents, personal precautions are of 

great importance as well as collective measures to be taken. In this study, the contents of personal protective equipment (PPE) 

were examined, the PPE used in the construction industry was written and their properties were specified, and finally, the effects 

of using PPE in the construction industry on the prevention of occupational accidents were investigated and examined. 

Keywords: Construction, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
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Comparison of Innovation Performances of BRICS Countries through CRITIC and GRA 

Methods 

Rahmi Baki1* 

Aksaray University, Aksaray, Turkey 
* Corresponding author E-mail address: rahmibaki@aksaray.edu.tr 

Abstract 

BRICS countries attract attention with their recent technology investments and they have become a part of nations that conduct 

research around the world. The European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS), accepted as an effective benchmarking tool for technology 

policies, provides a comparative analysis of the innovation performances of many countries, including the BRICS. In this study, 

an integrated framework using Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation (CRITIC) and Grey Relational Analysis 

(GRA) methods is presented to compare the innovation performances of BRICS countries. Data is obtained by compiling statistics 

from the EIS database specified by the Commission of the European Communities. The results obtained in the practical application 

of the model rank the criteria according to their weights as follows: higher education (0.249), international joint publications 

(0.176), medium and high technology exports (0.122), frequently cited publications (0.113), PCT patents (0.094), public-private 

joint publications (0.085), designs (0.083) and trademarks (0.078). In addition, the BRICS countries are ranked according to their 

innovation performance as China (0.76), Russia (0.6), South Africa (0.516), Brazil (0.426), and India (0.378). 

Keywords: Innovation; BRICS; CRITIC; GRA 

PS02,  

Economic, Social and Technology Factors Affecting Business and Social Sciences Aspects in 

Era of Industry 4.0 

Analyzing Macro Influence on Beta Capm of Sacombank in Vietnam with Vector 

Autoregression (VAR) Model 

 

Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, MBA, PhD candidate  

Banking University HCMC, Ho Chi Minh city Vietnam - International University of Japan, Japan 

Ly Lan Yen, PhD 

Academy of Finance, Hanoi Vietnam 

Le Dinh Hac, PhD 

Banking University HCMC Ho Chi Minh city Vietnam 

Tran Duc Thang, PhD 

National Economics University, Hanoi Vietnam 

Pham Thi Hong Nhung, Master 

Ho Chi Minh College of Economics, Vietnam 

Nguyen Dinh Trung, PhD  

National Economics University, Hanoi Vietnam 

* Corresponding author E-mail address: trungnd@neu.edu.vn 

Abstract 

Vietnam has experiences fast achievements together with risk management enhancement of banking sector over years. In banking 

sector in Vietnam, among many big listed commercial banks, Sacombank (STB) is one big listed bank in the country and it has 

focused on risk management in recent time.  

One of this study’s purposes is to state What are risk model used and implications for policies. 

By using combination of quantitative methods and qualitative methods including synthesis, inductive and explanatory methods and 

esp., VAR model which is a reliable method, our research results tell that Because Results from testing impulse reaction (Cholesky) 

show us that: in short term CPI reduce will cause beta STB decrease, and in medium term CPI increase will make beta goes up.  In 

medium and long term IM increase will cause beta increase, and in long term trade balance increase will cause beta increase.  
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Therefore, our study can be expanded for other markets and other industries as well. 

Keywords: Sacombank, risk policies, Vietnam banks, beta CAPM, market risk comparison, VAR model 

Deepening Analysis of Solutions for Better Risk Management Strategies of Listed Vietnam 

Banks by Using Econometric Model with Weighted Beta Formula 

Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, MBA, PhD candidate  

Banking University HCMC Ho Chi Minh city Vietnam - International University of Japan, Niigata, Japan 

Ly Lan Yen, PhD (corresponding) 

Academy of Finance, Hanoi Vietnam 

Tran Duc Thang, PhD 

National Economics University, Hanoi Vietnam 

Le Dinh Hac, PhD (corresponding) 

Banking University HCMC Ho Chi Minh city Vietnam 

Vu Thi Thu Ha, Master 

Banking University HCMC Ho Chi Minh city Vietnam 

Pham Thi Hong Nhung, Master 

Ho Chi Minh College of Economics, Vietnam 

* Corresponding author E-mail address: lylanyen@gmail.com 

Abstract 

In Vietnam, there are big banks that are trying to apply Basel standards on operational safety. In recent years, a number of banking 

scandals have occurred showing weak corporate governance, weak RM systems and processes, along with a certain high level of 

bad debt compared to other countries in the world. Therefore, it is necessary to expand more studies on risk management (RM) to 

estimate and prevent risks from occurring in the future. 

In the banking and financial services industries, we need more fresh thinking about processes and systems and the concept of RM 

that can eliminate manipulation and create healthier banks and companies. in the context of the technological revolution with risks 

and with unexpected risks on the market, environment and society. Therefore, risk management activities through the improvement 

and innovation of risk assessment  models such as weighted beta are necessary in the current digital transformation context. now 

nationally and globally. 

Keywords: better RM, weighted beta, Vietnam listed banks JEL: M21, M10, M1 

The Strategic Concept of Economic Development in the Focus of Design Management: 

National Features and International Experience 

Kramarenko Irynaa*, Irtyshcheva Innaa,  Stehnei Mariannab, Boiko Yevheniiaa, Nadtochii Irynac, Matiiko Nataliaa, Hryshyna 

Nataliyaa, Ishchenko Olenaa 

 
aDepartment of Management, Admiral Makarov National University of Shipbuilding, Mykolaiv, Ukraine 
 bDepartment of Еconomics and Finance, Mukachevo State University, Mukachevo, Ukraine 
 cDepartment of Еconomics, Admiral Makarov National University of Shipbuilding, Kherson Educational-Scientific Institute, 
Mykolaiv, Ukraine 

* Corresponding author E-mail address: irinamk86@gmail.com 

Abstract 

 

The purpose of the article is the process of research and justification of the strategic concept of the development of the economy of 

Ukraine with the focus on design management using international experience. A comparison of theoretical approaches to the 

concept of design management was made. It was determined that the strategic management of the national economy in the focus 

of design management could be understood as the process of designing a socio-economic development model, the parameters of 

which will guarantee a decent level of meeting the needs of the population in the long term, the selection of a system of optimal 

strategies and mechanisms for their implementation, taking into account the factors of ensuring state security and preservation of 

the natural environment. A correlation-regression analysis of the impact of individual macroeconomic parameters, including GDP, 

gross added value, gross capital accumulation, and export balance, on the growth of household incomes and the employment level 

of the population, which, according to the design concept, act as key factors of social development, was carried out. The analysis 
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showed that the number of people employed in the economy correlates by 72-73% with the growth of GDP and GVA, but such a 

relationship turned out to be negative. One of the reasons for the negative correlation may be the increase in labor productivity due 

to the introduction of innovative technologies. With the use of correlation-regression analysis, close correlations were established 

between household incomes and the growth of gross added value in the economy, the increase in the export balance, and gross 

capital accumulation, which proves the priority of the development of types of economic activity with a high level of added value, 

the increase of exports and capital investments as imperative factors of population poverty reduction in the long term.  

Keywords: strategic concept, economy, design management, correlation-regression analysis, national characteristics, international 

experience  
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Abstract 

In this study, the author has given different basis to build hypothesis and research models to find out the factors affecting the 

farmer's intention to follow organic agriculture. Firstly, this paper focuses on studying the relationship between attitudes, subjective 

norms and the ability to control over the intention of converting to organic farming. Secondly, the author studies the effects of 

comparative behavioral advantages, risk perception, and support policies from government on organic agricultural production. The 

main research subjects are factors affecting farmers' intention to produce organic agriculture. Hence, this research was conducted 

based on survey results among farmers. For the intention of adopting organic agriculture, the factor of comparative behavior 

advantage is considered as the strongest effect and the impact of other factors such as attitudes, subjective norms, the ability to 

control, personal standards, and the government' support policies is negligible. In particular, the study results show that there are 

no statistical evidences regarding risk perception has a direct and positive relationship with farmers' intention to produce organic 

agriculture among these farmers. 

Keywords: ability to control, attitudes, farmer’s intentions, organic agriculture, organic agriculture production, organic farming, 

subjectives norms, vietnam  
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Abstract 

On the basis of the theory of technology acceptance (TAM), this study has extended and proposed a model with the impact of two 

new factors - Perceived entertainment and perceived the prestige of KOC. Tiktok is considered the domain of GenZ when more 

than half of its users are between the ages of 13 and 20. According to experts, the platform has a strong appeal to Gen Z audiences 

because of the way it works. The study used the quantitative method with a dataset including 406 young people aged 18-25 in 

Hanoi, then processed data by Cronbach's Alpha analysis, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA), Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM).  As a result, all independent variables had an impact on Attitude towards Use, in which 
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Perceived Usefulness has the strongest influence on the mediating variable. Based on the results, the author provided some 

suggestions for businesses/ marketers regarding creating an effective online marketing campaign. 

 

Keywords: Theory of Technology Acceptance, the prestige of KOC, attitude towards using, purchase intention, Tiktok. 
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Abstract: 

Currently, exchange rate is one of key factors for establishing monetary policies and affecting trade activities of Vietnam 

enterprises. Exchange rate is one of the important macroeconomic policies of every country. Exchange rates have always been a 

complex and sensitive issue for any economy. Many economies are in a difficult situation caused by the exchange rate. Therefore, 

it always attracts special attention of economists and scholars in Vietnam and around the world. 

By using an econometric model with Eview, this paper will analyze influence of multi macro factors on exchanger rate during post 

low inflation period 2015-2021. 

Our study results show that in a 4 factor model, Export and FDI registration and export have positive correlation with exchange 

rate, while CPI and Import have negative correlation with exchange rate. Next, we recognize that CPI and FDI registration have 

higher coefficient and impact on exchange rate. 

Therefore, the authors propose recommendations for improving Vietnam ex-import via exchange rate policies. The model can be 

expanded and applied to other emerging markets. 

Keywords: FDI flows; exchange rate; CPI; Ex-import; Vietnam; policies. 
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Abstract 

The article's purpose is to model and forecast the post-war economic recovery of Ukraine's transport potential. The construction of 

dynamic models and forecasting of the constituent parameters of Ukraine's transport potential in the system of global socio-

economic development was carried out. The characteristics of the periods and predictive estimates of ex-post-war dynamic models 

of the development of transport potential are offered. The authors developed systematic approaches to eliminate the subjectivity of 

the obtained results, using statistical data from the State Statistics Service of Ukraine and modern tools of the Microsoft Excel 

application program. It was determined that to build ex-post war dynamic models and forecast the constituent parameters of the 
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national transport potential in the system of socio-economic development, it is proposed to carry out research based on grouping 

the characteristics of the transport potential according to its resource capabilities and production results, by distinguishing the 

following groups of indicators: material resources, human resources, investment resources, production results. Grouping and 

building ex-post war dynamic models are proposed, which allow structuring the resources of the transport system to achieve 

maximization or optimization of the production results of the transport system in the context of national socio-economic 

development and to determine forecast estimates for certain parameters of the transport potential of Ukraine. 

Keywords: post-war economic recovery, transport potential, modeling and forecasting, post-war dynamic models 
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Abstract 

The article's purpose is to justify methodological approaches to the assessment of the regional transport potential of Ukraine by 

modern realities and the determination of development guidelines. The author's approaches to defining the concept of "transport 

potential" are grouped. To evaluate the transport potential of the regions of Ukraine, it is proposed to use the assessment of the 

resource provision of the transport system and the results of their activity of the transport system by group indicators (resource 

provision; natural and geographical characteristics). The evaluation of the regions by the level of development of the transport 

potential showed that the Dnipropetrovsk region was in the first place, the Kharkiv region was in the second place, and the Lviv 

region was in the third place. It was determined that the lowest level of development of transport potential is in the Chernivtsi 

region. It has been proven that methodical approaches and determined rating assessments of the transport potential of the regions 

of Ukraine make it possible to structure the resources of the national transport system by individual regions in the context of 

infrastructural support of the national production sphere. 

Keywords: transport potential, methodical approaches, resource provision, natural and geographical characteristics, rating of 

production results. 
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Abstract 

Within the scope of this article, the Geometric Ratio Technique was used for the restructuring of the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Forestry. The current situation of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has been analyzed and according to the results obtained, 

studies have been carried out on many categories such as the layers of the ministry, its functions and the number of employees. The 

organizational structure of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has been examined under 4 layers. Thanks to these layers, 

restructuring analysis has become even easier. The first of the 4 layers is the Ministry Management layer, called 1L. It covers the 

work and people at the very beginning of the ministry. It constitutes 1.562% of the total ministry structure and the power factor in 

the model is 1. The 2L layer contains the concepts of regulation, audit and improvement. Thanks to this layer, audit, regulation and 

improvement studies of all structures within the ministry are carried out. Its size in the overall system is 4.687% and its power 

factor is 3. The 3L layer includes the education and research and development activities of all sectors, institutions and organizations 
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within the scope of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. This layer consists of food and products, livestock, fisheries and 

related industries and forestry and related sectors. The magnitude of this tier is 18.75% and the power factor is 12. The last layer, 

the 4L layer, is the production layer and includes the good and service production of the activities within the entire structure. The 

fourth layer has a power factor of 48 and a magnitude of 75%. Thanks to the geometric ratio technique, the relationship between 

the layers and the analysis of this relationship can be made. By using the (2N+1) geometric sequence, the ministry and its activities 

are reduced or grown equally. The restructuring of concepts such as the current situation, activities, studies and analysis of the 

relevant sectors of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has been possible with this model 

Keywords: Geometric Ratio; Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry; Restructuring Organizations, Golden Ratio, Governments 
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Abstract 

Sonlu cisimler üzerindeki permütasyon polinomları kombinatorik, kodlama teorisi ve kriptografide çeşitli uygulamalarda kullanılır. 

Kritolojide permütasyon polinomları, şifreleme ve imzalama algoritmalarının güvenliğini arttırabildiği için sıklıkla tercih edilir. Bu 

sebeble  Li, Chander ve Xiang tarafından  yayınlanan  karakteristiği  2 olan sonlu cisimler üzerinde tanımlı  6. ve 7. dereceden 

permütasyon polinomları bu çalışmada incelenmiştir. 
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Abstract 

Sonlu cisimler üzerinde tanımlı permütasyon polinomları, kombinatorik, kodlama teorisi ve kriptografide çeşitli uygulama 

alanlarına sahiptir. Kriptolojide permütasyon polinomları, şifreleme ve imzalama algoritmalarının güvenliğini arttırdığı için çokça 

tercih edilir. Bu kriptolojik algoritmalar, bankalarda, kredi kartlarında, haberleşmede ve daha birçok alanda kullanılmaktadır. Bu 

sebeple, daha önce literatürde çalışılmış karakteristiği 2 olan sonlu cisimler üzerinde tanımlı tek, iki ve üç terimli permütasyon 

polinomları bu çalışmada incelenmiştir. 

Keywords: Permütasyon Polinomları, Hermite Kriteri, Dickson Polinomları, Karakteristiği 2 Olan Sonlu Cisimler  
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Abstract 

The positive impact of information and communication technologies (ICT) on economic development and growth in a country or 

region is beyond doubt. However, when conducting empirical tests based on different countries and regions of the world, this 

relationship looks ambiguous. The study uses two approaches, static and dynamic, represented by the Cobb-Douglas production 

function and the neoclassical growth model. The static approach assesses how the main components of ICT (fixed telephone 

subscriptions per 100 inhabitants, mobile cellular subscription per 100 inhabitants, fixed broadband subscription per 100 

inhabitants, internet users as percentage of population) affect economic development (GDP or GRP per capita in the current period 

of time). The dynamic approach shows this impact on the rate of economic growth, i.e. in the long run. The object of the research 

is 27 countries of the European Union during the period from 1960 to 2020. The analysis has shown that ICTs have a permanent 

positive impact on economic development. At the same time, the impact of different types of technologies on economic growth is 

observed predominantly in the early stages of development and has a lag shift. 

Keywords: information and communication technologies; economic development; economic growth  
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Abstract 

In vehicular networks, one of the traffic light signal parameters is the current inefficient traffic light control and causes problems 

such as long delay and energy waste. To improve traffic efficiency, dynamically adjusting the traffic light duration, taking into 

account real-time traffic information, is a logical and reasonable method. In this study; a deep reinforcement learning model is 

proposed to control the traffic light. In order to reduce the waiting time of the intersection users, the model and timing of the 

changes were optimized using deep reinforcement learning for the signals. In addition to the existing studies, Shibuya Crossing is 

chosen as an exemplary intersection application, focusing on encrypted intersections as the application target of traffic control with 

deep reinforcement learning. A traffic simulation SUMO is used to create the perimeter of Shibuya Crossing. Traffic signals are 

optimized using DQN, A2C and PPO algorithms. As a result, by using reinforcement learning, the waiting time has been reduced 

by about four times compared to the signal patterns currently used. In the study, the behavior of the optimized signal is also 

analyzed, explaining how the accuracy of the learning process changes when the method or condition observation is changed. 

Keywords:  Vehicular network, traffic signal control, deep reinforcement learning, SUMO  
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Abstract 

The computationally hard problems will be solved in polynomial time in the presence of a high-speed quantum computer. As these 

problems build the security of the traditional public-key cryptosystems (PKC), the need to construct post-quantum secure PKC 

schemes has emerged. This situation has also revealed the requirement to examine the post-quantum security of the mobile devices 
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with Android operating system. Although the most suitable candidates for meeting this requirement are the finalists of the NIST 

standardization process, there is no version of these algorithms that can work directly on Android devices in the published 

documents. In this paper, we aim to develop a library that can be used directly on Android devices by adopting the finalist lattice-

based CRYSTAL-KYBER and third-round finalist candidates SABER and NTRU KEM algorithms process to the Java 

environment. KEM algorithms are one of the principles needed in the security of an end-to-end encrypted instant messaging 

application. Thus, the post-quantum secure end-to-end encrypted instant messaging applications will be ensured by using the 

developed KEM library. 

Keywords: post-quantum cryptography; android operating system; key encapsulation mechanism, end-to-end encrypted instant 
messaging application. 
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Abstract  

Energy efficiency and process integration are essential in the process industry to minimize fossil fuel usage and electricity demand. 

Increasing and promoting thermal energy efficiency of this sector has been a major focus of the experts’ research, particularly 

energy recovery in the context of sustainability. In this regard, either independently or in combination, pinch analysis (PA) and 

exergy analysis (ExA) have been used. These two concepts are employed to maximize the energy recovery and minimize the work 

potential (exergy) loss. This paper presents the impact of ∆Tmin on energy and exergy targets in an automatic manner through a 

set of scripts that constitute a properly developed generic algorithm. The scripts manipulate input data and intermediate data through 

loops in order to quantify and determine different energetic and exergetic quantities. The developed algorithm is testified using a 

literature case study in order to prove its validity. For ∆Tmin = [0,10] and step s =1, the algorithm performs the calculations for 

each δTmin in interval ∆Tmin. The obtained results include the pinch analysis parameters such as the global pinch point temperature 

as well as the minimum heating and cooling requirements. For scripts devoted to the exergy concept, the algorithm determines all 

the exergy targets (rejection, requirement and avoidable losses). As a result, the process external utilities and unavoidable exergy 

losses increased with increment of δTmin, which means that the energy recovery and avoidable exergy losses reduced with respect 

to δTmin. For the exergy requirement and rejection targets, they increased with δTmin increment indicating the opportunity to 

design a system to recover work through turbine expansion. 
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Abstract 

Energy demand forecasting plays a crucial role in the management and optimization of energy consumption.  Since the 

production and consumption of electric power must be at the same time, then accurately power consumption predicting 

will ensure a stable power supply.   The aim of this article is to propose a method to predict the energy demand in the case 

of an industrial sector. The proposed method uses a deep learning model that combines the convolutional neural network 

(CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM). The role of CNN layers is to extract spatial characteristics of a multivariate 

time series variable and the LSTM layers are used to generate the predicted electrical power consumption. To prove the 

applicability of the proposed model, it is applied to the electricity consumption data in an industrial entity. The proposed 

approach is evaluated by comparing the performance of the prediction results with Multi-Layer Perceptron, Recurrent 

Neural Network, Long Short-Term Memory, and auto-encoder-based on LSTM.  The experimental results prove that the 

proposed method has outperformed.  Since it presents the smallest value of the mean absolute error relative to the 

forecasting methods for the data-set. 

Keywords: Deep learning; Energy consumption prediction; Convolutional Neural Network (CNN); Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM); Industrial sector.  
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Abstract 

Recently, companies have become aware that the selection of suppliers represents a gain for the company, the fact of choosing 

intelligently its suppliers according to clearly defined criteria constitutes an important competitive advantage by taking into account 

the eco-sustainability aspect also. When choosing a provider, it is necessary to take a number of factors into consideration, some 

of which are qualitative and others quantitative although they may be in contrast with each other. They must be analyzed from 

several approaches to establish a consistent ranking, etc. Besides, warehouses face stochastic demand and replenish their inventory 

through a set of candidates with varying price, capacity, quality, and disruption characteristics. Warehouses may also actively 

replace their inventories with other warehouses while simultaneously replenishing their own inventories. This study jointly 

addresses the problem of supplier selection and facility location.  

The objective is to provide a quality product at a good price in the best conditions and in the shortest time which is the major 

problem of any company. Indeed, the location of suppliers and their warehouses has a great impact on the final price of the product. 

We model the problem as a linear mixed integer program.  Then, we use CPLEX solver to validate the model and to get the optimal 

solutions. We also discuss and analyze the different scenarios and selection criteria 

Keywords: Supplier selection, facility location, criteria of supplier selection, facility location methodology, inventory 
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Abstract 

The article's purpose is to justify methodological approaches to assessing relationships between the parameters of Ukraine's 

transport potential. Methodical approaches to the evaluation of the relationships between the parameters of the transport potential 
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of Ukraine based on the interpretation of the "transport potential" category are proposed by distinguishing its main parameters - 

resource provision and functioning results, between which there is a relationship, namely: the level of resource provision forms the 

functioning results. We suggest that resource support be characterized by statistical indicators that reflect material, human, and 

investment resources, and the development of functioning by the value measurement of the volume of products sold by the type of 

economic activity "Transport, warehousing, postal and courier activities". A correlation dependence between the importance of 

actually produced products in the transport system and the corresponding indicators of resource provision has been proven. It has 

been proven that capital investments have the greatest influence on the increase in the value of the results of the functioning of the 

transport sector. The functional form of the constructed correlation levels creates an economic-mathematical assessment of the 

actual state of the impact of material, human, and investment resources on the results of the functioning of the transport sector. 

Also, it makes it possible to structure resources to achieve the desired result and form forecasts of the development of the transport 

sector. Proposed methodical approaches with the possibility of further growth in the direction of developing mechanisms for 

stimulating the gradual modernization of the transport system of Ukraine, which will be especially relevant in the post-war 

reconstruction of the country's infrastructure and economy. It was emphasized that Ukraine needs to improve the state policy on 

transport. In particular, it is necessary to create conditions for effective control over the level of performance of executive 

authorities' powers to ensure transport's functioning. To fulfill the tasks of the National Transport Strategy of Ukraine for the period 

until 2030, in particular, to improve the systems for collecting and analyzing statistical data on the development of transport in 

Ukraine. 
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Abstract 

Traffic congestion is one of the biggest problems of today's world as it is one of the reasons for climate crisis. In this study, traffic 

congestion on the busiest regions of Ankara in terms of traffic density was examined. By using linear mathematical modeling, it is 

aimed to assign the solutions that would provide the highest benefit to traffic density reduction to the busiest regions. Parameters 

and constraints are determined in line with the intended target, solution proposals that could be applied to the regions and the 

constraints that the decision maker could have are determined. A general mathematical model is created for the traffic density 

reduction maximization. The data are collected on the current status and desired status of the ten roads with the highest traffic 

density in Ankara, and data on the costs, benefit rates and feasibility of the parameters are obtained from the Traffic Branch 

Directorate. The proposed mathematical model is run with the obtained data and it is concluded that which solution should be 

assigned to which road. Sensitivity analysis is performed in order to facilitate the decision-making process of the decision maker, 

to review the changes in the current situation and to make predictions about the future. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes the digitalization and implementation of two-bin Kanban frameworks for inventory management. The 

principal objectives of this paper are to give a foundation on productive stock administration which leads to the lean business, to 

introduce an outline of stock viability and the executives, and to present a move forward strategy that is utilized to add a few 

advantages to an organization's all-out costing which gauge customary Kanban technique yet with a couple of computerization and 

numerical methodology. Gemba and PFEP (Plan for every part) are two methods that have been utilized to distinguish the dark 

spots in stock administration. The focal point of the two-bin Kanban framework approach is to decrease cost, and unexpected 

deficiency end by killing non-esteem added exercises and redesigning the setting off instrument with mechanization by Python 
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language. Applications spread over various areas including automobile, medical, education canter points, and so on. In this paper, 

a numerical methodology is formulated toward the Kanban trigger which assists in finding out several parts. The focus of the two-

bin Kanban system approach is on cost reduction, and sudden shortage elimination by eliminating non-value-added activities. A 

mathematical model-based planning approach is applied here for part filling in the mechanical production system which is used to 

examine the wastage/holding regions. This approach can be utilized in inventory control. The results conclude cost saving in terms 

of inventory holding, labor reduction, and total production loss. 

Keywords: Kanban system, Two Bin Kanban system, Inventory management, supply chain management, logistics and material 

management  
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Abstract 

Food security is a priority in sustainable development due to the growing population and continuous urbanization. As a result, 

the majority of the support and effort directed toward establishing sustainable agriculture has been directed toward the typical rural 

sector. A significant amount of research on sustainable agriculture in urban areas has been conducted. In agriculture, the 

concept of digitalization and smart innovation has been widely applied, which simplifies the integration of agriculture 4.0 into 

urban farming. This research investigates the sustainable location of urban farming in the context of agriculture 4.0, a three-step 

methodology for optimizing an urban location plan. The proposed framework is based on a model that optimizes the ecological 

benefit, the CO2 emissions, the transportation costs, the sensor costs, and the water consumption. The methodology first formulates 

the problem as a multi-objective optimization model, and then the proposed model is solved using weighting methods and the 

augmented epsilon constraint approach. Finally, a multi-criteria decision-making method (VIKOR) is used to compare the different 

solutions obtained.  

Keywords: Urban farming, Agriculture 4.0, sustainability 
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Abstract 

This research is about, “Running logistics cargo centres in the Oman and Zimbabwe: the key performance indicators and fault 

lines.” This research was aimed at uncovering brief history and best practices in logistics cargo centres with the aim of contributing 

to this critical debate in many countries where little research had been done in Oman and Zimbabwe. These industries employed 

thousands of employees in each country and had a major impact on the national economies of countries as they linked the countries 

with the rest of the world in trade. It was no secret that logistics cargo centres faced many challenges as they operated. Researchers 

used the survey questionnaire method as well as face to face interviews, expert panel interviews at universities and literature review 
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in this research. Findings reveal that logistics cargo centres like container terminals, warehouses, bonded warehouses, dry ports, 

airports, roads and a modern Customs and Excise Department, which fully embraces e-government and is strategically linked to 

all importers and exporters as well as critical trade and related government departments have improved a lot, but still needed further 

improvement in Oman, Zimbabwe to march regional and global competitors for these countries. It was found that critical skills, 

ports, Customs and investment infrastructure in developing countries needed to be improved as well as processing and turnaround 

time to match best practices in the regions and globally. One Stop Shop for investment was operational in Oman but was still in its 

infancy in Zimbabwe. Delayed deliveries and wrong documentation were experienced sometimes due to port and Customs delays 

or transport and loading delays in all two countries. Oman and Zimbabwe had improved a lot and Zimbabwe had some technical 

delays at its logistics cargo centres and ports of entry and exit as semi-manual systems were used, is not a complete smart system 

used with no papers at all as expected. A lot of work in progress is there to catch up with the rest of the world. At the time of the 

conference our work may still be work in progress and we will share part of the findings but if completed full findings will be in 

the full paper. The research team may be adjusted as well for maximum outreach. 

Keywords:  Supply Chain, Ports, Customs, Documentation, Logistics  
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Abstract 

In the past decade, the attention of many researchers and industries has been directed to the Circular Economy (CE), which is an 

economical approach that replaces the dominant economy called Linear Economy. The Circular Economy is aimed at decoupling 

economic growth and development from the consumption of finite resources. In recent studies, the circular economy has been 

implemented in different configurations and structures, including the three R (Reuse, Repair, Recycling), renewable energy, energy 

waste, and circular business models. On the other hand, sustainable performance cannot be achieved without innovations. 

Technological progress and innovation result in transformations ranging from the individual sphere to the whole. Nowadays, due 

to the fact that adherence to sustainable programs has become an advantage in the market, CE can provide some competitive 

advantages. Therefore, each of the integrations made from the philosophy of the circular economy has led to the improvement or 

development of a dimension(s) or aspect of sustainability (social, economy, environmental). This paper conducts a systematic 

literature review to clarify and evaluate how sustainable dimensions have been integrated with CE studies. The research on the 

circular economy and its impact on sustainability is scattered in different areas, and Different views of the concept and related 

aspects often need to be evaluated. In this study, circular economy practices have been divided into 12 groups, and in each group, 

the degree of achievement of sustainability dimensions has been considered. Moreover, this paper aims to evaluate and identify the 

relationship between the implementations of circular economy with different methods and their impact on sustainability 

dimensions. Moreover, based on findings, the gap in circular economy practices that contribute to sustainable development was 

revealed. 

Keywords: Circular economy, Sustainable development, sustainability, waste management, industrial ecology  
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Abstract 

Industry 4.0 has big impact on education, forced to adapt and contribute to various global issues. Presence of Covid-19 pushing 

development of technology on education lifestyle and must responded by in Indonesian Islamic Higher Education.  

This research type is R&D, where the exploration of findings uses qualitative and quantitative approaches that are integrated with 

Islamic called transdisciplinary. The research starts with descriptive qualitative to model the business according to the risk 

management framework, then identify - record and measure risks, result will combine with SWOT to measure the urgency of 
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mitigation strategy and AHP to ensure the grand strategy, and finally measures the level of strategy ability confidence with the 

possibility of its implementation. 

Research findings, Islamic Higher Education had prepared everything related to risk mitigation, but it was not managed properly. 

This creates several gaps, like the new student registrants were dominated by secondary voters and came from Islamic high schools, 

and its graduates have not been able to make the best contribution, that make Islamic higher education cannot compete well. But 

with integrating Qur'an Surah al-Hasyr verse 18 in risk management, it becomes an opportunity, the researcher found that the grand 

strategy can refer to the creation of alumni with had competitive advantages, accordance with the needs of industry 4.0. The 

competitive advantage was the ability to integrate Islamic values with digital science, based on the Ulul Albab indicator. The next 

research conduct to analyzing how good Ulul Albab as competitive advantage Alumni in facing industry 4.0. 

Keywords: Islamic Higher Education, Risk management, Industry 4.0, Ulul Albab, Transdisciplinary  
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Abstract 

Fractals in mathematics have similarity with shapes which exists in nature like Snowflakes, tree, lightning in sky, vegetables etc. 

Some patterns using square are presented here which reflects similarity with Pythagorean tree and others patterns are some designs 

which have resemblance with bacteria/virus/robot. Area and perimeters analysis also presented here. 

Keywords: Iterations, Self-Similarity, Pythagorean tree, Fractal Dimension, recursive relation fractal design, square  
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Abstract 

Homecare services are interested in the provision of care services at home such as treatment, food supply and cleaning to people 

who have problems at meeting their needs due to an obstruction like illness. Due to the changes in the social structure of 

communities in recent years, homecare service demand is increasing rapidly. Companies in this industry try to determine the staff 

number to be hired by considering customer demands and working conditions of caregiving staff. However, the existence of 

difference and variety in customer demands brings the decision into a very complex situation. In this study, a mixed-integer linear 

programming model is proposed to solve the staff size planning problem for homecare services. An application of four-week staff 

size planning is presented to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model. The proposed model is solved by IBM ILOG 

CPLEX Studio software on an application of homecare service staff size planning. Obtained results provide the working schedule 

of each staff in a daily basis. 

Keywords: Homecare services; staff size planning; mixed-integer linear programming  
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Abstract 

There have been several studies on partial differential equations with piecewise constant arguments and generalized piecewise 

constant arguments. However, as far as we know, there is no study conducted on neutral type partial differential  equations with 

piecewise constant argument of generalized type. Motivated by this fact, this study aims to solve and analyze a parabolic partial 

differential equation of neutral type with generalized piecewise constant delay. The main purpose is to investigate elaborate and 

well-established qualitative properties of this equation. We obtain the formal solution of the handled equation by using the 

separation of variables method. Because of the piecewise constant arguments, we get an ordinary differential equation with respect 

to the time variable on each consecutive intervals and then we apply the Laplace transform method using unit step function and 

method of steps. With the help of the qualitative properties of the solutions of ordinary differential equations, we investigate 

convergence, unboundedness and oscillations of the solutions of the issue problem. 

Keywords: Partial Differential Equation, Neutral Type, Piecewise Constant Argument, Laplace Transformation, Oscillation 
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Abstract 

Increasing population and urbanization create many problems, especially traffic problems in urban areas. Public transportation is 

becoming a necessity since it is seen as a solution to traffic problems. This paper conducts bibliometric and social network analysis 

on public transportation literature that uses Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique. Analyses are realized in order to identify 

trends and key points in a more scientific and objective way. Analysis results show that there is a great increase in the number of 

publications in the last 5 years. The most active author according to publication number is Duleba S., the journal that has the most 

publications is “Sustainability”, the conference that has the most conference papers is “International Conference of Transportation 

Professionals (CICTP), most productive country is China. Hybrid methodologies such as AHP-TOPSIS and Fuzzy AHP also are 

frequently used in publications. Furthermore, the AHP technique has been frequently used for measuring service quality, bus 

selection, vehicle selection, determination of facility location, passenger satisfaction, bus-bicycle routes. 

Keywords: Analytic hierarchy process; public transport; bibliometric and social network analysis 
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Abstract 

To study stock control models under the assumption of nonlinear dependence is an important part of the operations research 

literature. Because real-world problems are extremely complex, the independence assumption of classical stock control theory is 

not valid in most cases. The dependency assumption is reasonable, especially where claims can only be supplied from a single 

source and it is difficult for customers to reach that supplier. In order to study such a stock control model, a stochastic process with 

dependent components and a special barrier is constructed assuming that the random variables expressing the inter-arrival time and 

demand quantity are non-linearly dependent on each other. A stochastic process with dependent components is used to describe 

the stock level of a warehouse at a given point in time. The main purpose of this study is to investigate the moments of the stationary 

distribution of the stochastic process with nonlinear dependent components. To achieve this, the exact formula of the stationary 

distribution is first obtained. Afterwards, analytical and asymptotic results for the moments of the stochastic process with nonlinear 

dependent components are presented using the obtained formula. Finally, two-term asymptotic expansions are derived for the 

coefficients of variation, skewness and kurtosis of the stationary distribution of the stochastic process. 

Keywords: Stock control model, nonlinear dependence, stationary distribution, asymptotic expansion  
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Abstract 

Akran grup durumları ve buna bağlı kurulan oyunlar çeşitli ekonomik ve yöneylem araştırması problemlerinde karşımıza 

çıkmaktadır. Örneğin ihalelerde kooperatif davranış çalışıldığı zaman ortaya çıkan kooperatif oyunların bir kısıtlanmış sınıfı akran 

grup oyunları ile ifade edilir. Akran grup durumlarında, organizasyonların sosyal yapılandırması, tüm temsilci grupların potansiyel 

olasılıklarını etkiler. Katı bir hiyerarşi içinde verilen her temsilci bir veya daha fazla temsilcinin yardımıyla ya doğrudan ya da 

dolaylı olarak lider ile bir ilişkiye sahiptir. Bir temsilciye ait olan ekonomik olasılık hiyerarşi içerisindeki konumu ile kısıtlanır. 

Akran grubunda bir temsilci için önemli olan grup lideri/liderleri ise temsilcinin kendisi ve temsilci ve lider arasında verilen 

hiyerarşide var olan tüm orta düzeydeki temsilcilerin oluşturduğu gruptur. Temsilcilerin böyle bir grubu akran grup olarak 

adlandırılır. Bu çalışmada akran grup durumları ve ona bağlı kurulan akran grup oyunlarından bahsedeceğiz. Çalışmamızda 

amacımız akran grup oyunlarının gerçek yaşamımızda ihale durumları, sıralama durumları ve havaalanı durumları gibi farklı 

ekonomik durumlarda kullanılabilir olduğunu göstermektir.  Oluşturacağımız gerçek hayat problemi kooperatif oyun teorisi ile 

modellenecek ve çözüm yöntemleri geliştirilecektir. 

Keywords: Kooperatif Oyun Teorisi; Yöneylem Araştırması; Akran Grup Durumları Classification 
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Abstract 

In this study a new class of cooperative games namely the cooperative bubbly grey games, where the worth of each coalition is a 

grey bubble instead of a real number. To be precise the values of the coalitions are taken as bubbles instead of real numbers. In 

accordance, with this we overcome the bubbly uncertainty by using the model of cooperative grey games. The model of cooperative 

bubbly games and the notion of the bubbly core are introduced.  Grey solutions are useful to solve profit or cost sharing problems 

with grey data using cooperative grey games as a tool. When considering cooperative grey bubbly games, we can take the advantage 

of the fact that each bubble is characterized exactly by grey numbers where the logarithmic grey price process is represented with 
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bubbles. Further, a new solution concept the bubbly core is introduced. Finally, a necessary condition for the non-emptiness of the 

bubbly grey core of such a game is given and a numerical example is presented. 

Keywords: Cooperative Game Theory, Grey Numbers, Uncertainty, Bubble, Core 
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Abstract 

In recent years, natural disasters have been observed on a larger scale and with stronger death rates than before. For this reason, 

the choice of shelter, which is one of the most important links of the humanitarian aid operation, has also become more important. 

Appropriate shelter location selection is extremely important for the long-term well-being of people affected by the earthquake. 

The shelter is one of the primary needs of the people affected after the earthquake. As with other reconstruction and rehabilitation 

processes, the resettlement of affected people must be carried out within a long-term strategy. For this reason, methodologies for 

locating the shelter areas after a disaster will be investigated. In this study, the models proposed to select the locations of shelter 

around the disaster-affected area were evaluated. In addition to these, natural disasters will be discussed and then settlement choices 

suitable for each disaster situation will be evaluated. 

Keywords: Disaster, Earthquake, Shelter, Site selection  
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Abstract 

Uzay çöplüğü, son kırk yılda oluşan ve gelecekteki uzay araştırmalarına engel olacak nitelikteki herhangi bir işlevi olmayan beşeri 

uzay cisimlerinin Dünya'yı bir örtü gibi sarmasıyla oluşmuştur. Bu uzay araçları zamanla birbirine çarparak ve ufalanarak oluşan 

tehdidi arttırmaktadır. Araştırma, keşif veya başka nedenlerle; neredeyse her ülke bağımlı ya da bağımsız olarak Uzay'a uydu 

göndermektedir. Gönderilen uyduların bazıları amacına ulaşırken bazıları başarısız olmakta ve alçak Dünya yörüngesinde uzay 

mekikleri için çarpma riski çıkarmaktadır.  

Son zamanlarda, diğer uluslararası çevre sorunlarına kıyasla uzay enkazı önem kazanmaktadır. Diğer yandan, uzay enkazını ortadan 

kaldırmak, onu yaratan ülkeler arasında büyük bir sorun haline gelmektedir. Maliyetler yüksek olduğu için ülkeler ürettikleri uzay 

çöplerini temizlemeye pek yanaşmamaktadır. Öte yandan, ülkeler arasındaki işbirliği, uzay enkazını temizlemenin etkili bir yolu 

olabilir. 

Bu çalışmada, kooperatif oyun teorisi kullanılarak uzay enkazını temizleme maliyetini azaltmak için matematiksel bir model 

önerilmiştir. Alan enkazını temizlemek için bazı stratejiler araştırılmış ve enkaz kaldırma maliyetlerini azaltmak için bazı 

senaryolar modellenmiştir. 

Keywords: matematiksel modelleme; oyun teorisi; optimizasyon; dağıtım kuralları; uzay enkazı  
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Abstract 

In today’s World, collecting data is not a big issue in a proper and processable format with the help of recent technological 

developments but it is a big deal not only for the government bodies, private sector and also for the individuals. The main idea 

behind the keeping data in a processable format is to discover the existing data patterns to estimate the future with the highest 

consistency. Recent developments in data collection, processing and estimation methodologies bring the strong knowledge of the 

past as well as the ability to micro managing processes. 

Fuzzy Logic is one of the approaches has been utilized for modeling, clustering, predicting the future from the historical data.  In 

this study, a novel approach, that is called multi-layer fuzzification in regression models, has been introduced to enhance existing 

regression modeling and prediction in regression practices.  

In this regard, Fuzzy C-Means Clustering Algorithm and Fuzzy Regression Models have been employed to complement each other 

to create better prediction models.  The novelty of this research lays in the fact that multiple fuzzy layers have been successfully 

introduced to the regression models to better reflect and model the uncertainty. The results have shown that proposed methodology 

has provided significant improvement in the model accuracy and practicality compared to classical fuzzy regression models. 

Keywords: Fuzzy regression, multi-layer fuzzification, C-Means Clustering, fuzzy prediction  
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Abstract 

Considering the proliferation of social media and the opportunity to share online reviews, the massive volume of user-generated 

content created requires the application of new methods of analysis such as data mining and text mining. Although the investigation 

of customer experience with this approach is welcome in the tourism and hospitality industry, but not applied in Iran appropriately. 

Therefore, current research utilized this approach to investigate customer experience and to accomplish this purpose used text 

mining to analyze online reviews about Iranian hotels written by foreign guests. The study considered 9734 reviews written by 

foreign guests on TripAdvisor about hotels in Tehran, Isfahan, Shiraz, and Yazd from 2004 to 2018, and all data collected by 

Content grabber software. Findings revealed the most frequent words considering at least 10 frequency in reviews indicating the 

most discussed topics and issues among travelers as following: Staff, friendly, food, breakfast, restaurant, clean, Tehran, city, Iran, 

location, helpful, etc. the research introduces a new method to analyze and investigate customer experience and findings also present 

hotel managers and academics the most discussed topics among foreign guests enabling them to recover or improve customer 

experience and service delivery in highlighted areas. 

Keywords Online reviews, Text mining, Iranian hotels, electronic WOM, User generated content, customer experience  
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Abstract 

Our objective is comparing todays performance of classical forecasting techniques and machine learning for demand forecasting 

purposes. Previous literature presented contradicting results which implies that neither side can be accounted as better. We would 

like to present results with data sets from Turkey and contribute to comparative studies. 

Keywords: ARIMA, Artificial Neural Networks, Demand Forecasting Multilayer Perceptron, Radial Basis Function. 
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Abstract 

In the first quarter of 2022, the number of social media users were 4.6 billion, and the number of online shoppers was 

approximately 3 billion. The increasing volume of online shopping during the Covid 19 Pandemic period has drawn the attention 

of researchers and businesses in this direction. The Consumers share their feelings, thoughts, and comments about the products 

and services they buy in the digital environment, and these comments can affect the purchasing behavior of other consumers. 

Revealing the factors affecting the purchasing behavior of consumers provide an increase in online shopping potential and in 

profitability for businesses. Therefore, digital spaces offer unique opportunities for marketers. Many potential consumers are 

reluctant to share their personal information such as their credit card numbers which causes them to hesitate to make online 

transactions. Although the problem is tried to be solved with encryption and approval, it is clear that the lack of trust issue needs 

to improved. As a result, consumers may experience concerns related to the level of trust, such as sharing credit card 

information or the lack of a chance to experience a product purchased online as in a store environment, and the associated risk. 

This research aims to determine the effects of university students' general attitudes towards online consumer reviews, pre-purchase 

consumer behavior in social media, and post-purchase consumer behavior in Social media on the risk perception and trust in online 

shopping. Data were collected from 400 university students with the Simple Random sampling method and analyzes were carried 

out with the Ridge Regression method, one of the Machine Learning Regression Models in R. 

Keywords: Machine learning, purchasing behavior, consumer behavior, perception of risk, perception of trust, Machine Learning 

in R  
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Abstract 

Concrete is the most widely used construction material in the world. It has become a necessary part of modern buildings, as it 

allows for fast, efficient, and cost-effective construction. Concrete can be defined as a mixture of cement, sand and water. When 
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these materials are combined in the right proportion and with the right additives, they form a solid mass that is known as concrete. 

In many industrial applications, it is crucial to know which materials are present in a given composition. This is often done by 

testing the material properties of each sample. However, this process can be time-consuming and expensive, especially for smaller 

manufacturers who cannot afford to test individual samples. In these scenarios, artificial intelligence (AI) solutions offer a 

convenient and cost-effective alternative to testing the material properties of each sample. Concrete compressive strength 

classification is an AI solution that uses machine learning to classify materials based on their properties. It aims to efficiently sort 

different concrete types based on their compressive strengths using AI and machine learning algorithms. Concrete compressive 

strength is the measure of how much pressure a specific mix of concrete can withstand before breaking. Stronger mixes resist more 

pressure before they break, whereas weaker mixes break under higher pressure. This study provides an emphasis on compressive 

strength classification in concrete. 

Keywords: Classification; RC Columns; Compressive Strength; Concrete; Machine Learning 
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Abstract 

The automotive industry, which is rapidly affected by every innovation in the world, is trying to equip vehicles with artificial 

intelligence (AI) systems to improve passenger mobility and user experience. With the use of statistical methods AI in vehicles, 

aka machine learning (ML), vehicles become smarter by gaining more experience every moment. Thanks to ML, significant 

improvements are seen in vehicles in terms of comfort, efficiency, and safe driving. In addition, it aims to improve the performance 

and economic life of the vehicle by tracking, controlling, or predicting problems such as malfunctions. However, these systems, 

which have high added value in customer relationships and brand loyalty, raise a critical and sensitive issue regarding consumer 

privacy. In this environment, where people spend the most time after their offices and living rooms, intelligent assistants and 

infotainment systems allow more data on users and passengers to be obtained for marketing personalization and targeting. For this 

purpose, in this study, automotive brands’ recent ML applications and ongoing projects were examined by the case study method. 

The scope of the research is limited to the cases of the ten largest brands in terms of brand value. Finally, a research agenda for 

future research in terms of marketing discipline and practices is presented. 

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence; Machine Learning; Marketing Strategies; Automotive  
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Abstract 

Sustainable development has been a prime concern of government, society and business organizations over the last several years. 

A holistic ecosystem is required for achieving the sustainable development goals (SDG) of the United Nations. In this context, the 

present paper endeavours to enfold the key issues of the litigants using a spherical fuzzy (SF) computational intelligence framework. 

The problem is inspired by the 16
th 

element of the SDGs that talks about peace and justice for all under the presence of strong 
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institutions. As the world is rapidly progressing in technological development, automation, industrialization, urbanization and socio-

cultural transformation, there has been a surge in legal disputes too. Especially in a vast and diverse country like India, the problem 

has manifold implications and is of magnified impact. To this end, the present paper provides a considerably large-scale opinion-

based multi-attribute group decision- making (MAGDM) model utilizing the basic algorithm of the Full Consistency Method 

(FUCOM). To mitigate the impreciseness of the responses imposed by the subjective bias, a spherical fuzzy set (SFS) is used to 

capture the opinions on a five-point linguistic scale. Further, the reliability analysis suggests that the model provides a considerably 

accurate solution. 

 

Keywords: Sustainable Development Goals, Peace and Justice, Spherical Fuzzy Sets (SFS), Full Consistency Method (FUCOM) 

Environmental Impact Assessment in Green Building Construction Project Management 

for Sustainable Development 
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Abstract 

The principal aim of this research is to study and develop an innovative methodology, approach for the Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) of a sustainable green building supply and value chain in the construction industry keeping the Triple Bottom 

Line in mind. The concept of sustainable development depends on protecting the natural resources which is the foundation for 

further development within the scenario of construction project management using gen -spec research methodology concept. 

The main methodological novelty of this work is the discussion not only on the Triple Bottom Line but also on its extended 

thinking of including technology with respect to this literature. A different view on economic module approach of sustainability 

is proposed in terms of a general equilibrium-seeking algorithm based on a Solow model in which Cobb-Douglas production 

function as an instrument represents the economy in six sectors: agriculture, materials, energy, industry, services and technology 

(Costanza, Leemans, Boumans & Gaddis, 2007). It looks like this approach could facilitate to make an attempt to obtain the general 

equilibrium based welfare economy under Walrasian’s trial and error approach and also the Solow model when combined will take 

care of multi-factor rationale based invocations of instantiations. Correspondingly, broad view of model reflects the Research 

Methodology Stance and Customizing Multiple methodologies for Sustainable Green Supply and Value Chain management and is 

developed within the Gen-Spec Methodology Setting, where Generic Level Abstraction discusses Green Building and Evolution of 

Green Value Chain in Construction Industry and Specific level abstraction discusses the environmental impact assessment. Finally, 

the conclusion says that it is important to consider a framework of design thinking, which considers multiple methodologies and 

models that drives to produce both template level and instance level solutions. 

Keywords: Environmental Impact Assessment, Green Building Construction Project Management, Role of Cobb-Douglas 

Production Function, sustainable Development, Triple Bottom Line 
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Abstract 

Ethnic and national solidarity issues have an important strategic position in the revolutionary cause in Vietnam. Especially during 

the renovation period, the government has issued many guidelines and policies focusing on developing plans on training and 

fostering ethnic minority cadres. As a result, the number of ethnic minority cadres has been strengthened in both quantity and 

quality, step by step meeting the increasing requirements of reality. However, in addition to achieved results, the training and 

fostering of ethnic minority cadres still have many limitations and shortcomings. This research aims to understand and analyze the 

current situation of training and fostering ethnic minority cadres through surveying some important documents of regulations on 

training and fostering ethnic minority cadres and investigating ethnic minority cadres in some provinces within the territory of 

Vietnam. Since then, the study provides results on the achievements and limitations of the management of training and fostering 

ethnic minority cadres. This is the necessary basis to propose solutions to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of management 

of training and fostering ethnic minority cadres in Vietnam today.  
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Abstract 

With developing technology, cloud computing is more and more in our lives every day. Even though we don't know it, the videos 

we watch in everyday life, the music we listen to, and much more content cloud infrastructure. The online data storage services we 

use to move, store and share our data easily and securely benefit from this infrastructure. With all these improvements, the place 

and its influence on our lives are on the way to the cloud. The number of providers is also increasing every day. The increasing 

number of diversity and complexity make it difficult for users to decide on cloud service providers, but all of these challenges are 

multi-criteria decision-making methods that can be effectively exceeded. In this paper, it is possible to overcome the difficulties of 

choosing a cloud IT service provider to be used in a bank project using multi-criteria decision-making methods and to make the 

best decision to contribute to the development of the project. 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), TOPSIS, Multicriteria Decision Making  
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Abstract 

Medical Waste (MW) amount that has a big impact on health and environment is increasing as a result of industrialization as well 

as population density. There is a need an accurate estimation waste generation amount that will be useful information to select the 

appropriate disposal methods and to organize the recycling and storage. Some researchers have applied conventional statistical 

algorithms and many kinds of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to predict MW amount. However, to the best of our knowledge, 

penalized regression methods such as Ridge, Lasso, and Elastic Net regressions have not been used to predict the MW amount. 18-

years real data were obtained from İstanbul Metropolitan Municipality Department Open Data Portal with the input variables 

namely number of hospitals, number of health personal, number of bed available at the hospital, crude birth rate and gross domestic 

product per capita. 80% of the total database being used for developing the models, whereas the rest 20% were used to validate the 

models. In order to compare their performances, 5-fold cross-validation was applied and performance measures (MAE, RMSE and 

R-squared) were calculated in this study. Of the penalized regression methods, the Lasso regression provided better performance 

than those of other models with RMSE, MAE, and R-squared of 349.56, 596.52, 0.96, respectively, whereas the second-best Ridge 

regression poorer accuracy with RMSE, MAE, and R-squared 1039.091, 878.25,0.88, respectively. Thus, in our case, Lasso 

regression can be considered better than the Ridge regression and Elastic Net regression due to the lowest RMSE and MAE values 

and highest R-squared. The results reveal that the proposed Lasso regression is better than the other penalized regression models 

to predict the MW amount. 

Keywords: sustainability, penalized regression models, prediction, medical waste 
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Abstract 

Presenting a new outlook for the future of the industry, Industry 4.0 will bring a novel paradigm. Evidently, safety hazards and 

functional safety will have special importance in the future as a result of real-time communications, human–machine cooperation, 

remote monitoring and process control methods, machine learning, and artificial intelligence with the growing complexity of 

systems. Hence, the potential effects on system safety and occupational safety should be taken into account within the period of 

transition to Industry 4.0 in order to formulate certain strategies to reduce hazards and mitigate emergence risks in the future. 

Therefore, it will be possible to improve system safety and occupational safety. This study addresses the concepts and importance 

of functional safety as an active and preventive form of safety in Industry 4.0.  

Keywords: Functional Safety, Industry 4.0, Safety Hazards, Emergence Risks, Active Safety Systems  
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Abstract 

It is essential to identify the critical success factors due to their direct effects on the establishment of safety programs. These 

factors should also be prioritized to facilitate the establishment of process safety management (PSM) systems in process industries. 

The fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) was employed in this study to weight the critical success factors in implementing 

and executing safety programs for establishing a PSM system. For this purpose, a few prominent PSM models were reviewed, 

and the critical success factors of safety programs establishment were extracted. After that, a questionnaire was developed and 

distributed among the experts. The FAHP was then adopted to calculate the weights of factors for prioritization. This study aimed 

to determine the most effective factors in implementing and improving PSM systems in process industries. 

Keywords: Process Safety Management (PSM), Critical Success Factors (CSF), Establishing the Process Safety Management 

System, Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) 
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Abstract 

Implementation of process safety management is one of the most index strategies to reduce incidents and accidents. In that spirit, 

PSM could not be the solution alone, it ought to be under review all the time to improve the safety of workers. These elements 
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would have a significant impression on meeting safety goals. In this study, the obstacles to the selection and setting of indicators to 

verify the performance of leading and lagging indicators have been studied. Consequently, leading and lagging indicators identified 

in the transfer of products (petroleum) to bulk tanks and subsequently to plants. This study pointed out leading and lagging indicators 

to test PSM performance to know how good it is and which of the barriers should be omitted in order to apply new ones. In this case, 

10 layers such as inspection and maintenance, personnel proficiency and so on were deployed and considered, thereafter, leading 

and lagging indicators offered for each one. As the result shows, some indicators would need to be replaced by new ones and others 

would be maintained in case of performance to meet the objectives of safety proceed. 

Keywords: Process Safety Management, Leading & Lagging Indicators Development, Indicators Development  
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Abstract 

This article reconsiders a system configuration with the Geometric Ratio Technique (GRT). In this context, the Ministry of Industry 

and Technology and the industrial establishment within the jurisdiction of the country were examined. In order to visualize the 

restructuring of the Ministry, the pyramid model, which seems suitable for the GRT method and can also use the golden ratio, was 

chosen. The created model is divided into four horizontal layers according to the functions that the elements in the system should 

have. In the created model, in the system layers, respectively, management; regulation, control, security and remediation; training 

& R&D and production. When the relationships of the layers are examined, a change in the first layer affects the other layers three, 

twelve and forty-eight times, respectively. The effect of changes in other layers on the system is determined in line with these 

ratios. In addition, in this study, the manpower constituting the system under the authority of the Ministry of Industry and 

Technology was determined as 12.7 million. This population was divided into strata with rates of 1.562%, 4.687%, 18.75% and 

75%, respectively. With the proposed model, a resizable structuring has been created so that the system can continue to exist 

without deteriorating its functional structure in case of a possible contraction or expansion. The sectors in the system were examined 

on the relationship matrix and placed in the lower layers in the 3rd and 4th layers. The article has been prepared with reference to 

open sources. The potential of the presented model to meet the needs of the current system is quite high. Access to wider resources 

and opportunities related to the Industry and Technology system will make the proposed system more beneficial to the needs of the 

current system.  

Keywords:  Geometric Ratio Technique (GRT), Restructuring, Industry and Technology, Resizing  
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Abstract 

Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is the formal application of modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, 

verification, and validation activities from design phase to the end of the life cycle [1]. MBSE method provides shareable, 

mathematical model that ensures transferring of different results of different disciplines. Thus, the most up-to-date design is always 

accessible and can be followed by a single model [2]. Nowadays, Turkey has mostly external dependency in energy due to several 

reasons such as geological structure, strong economic development, increasing population, etc. [3]. This external dependency makes 

is hard to control or improve the supply chain. With recent situation, the energy supply safety has been a big problem and it is 

getting bigger [4]. With the growing consumption of energy, there must be found a solution to decrease this external dependency 

and create energy supply safety. In this study, it is aimed to restructure The Ministry of Energy, in order to increase managing, 

controlling and improving capability with Geometric Ratio Technique based on MBSE. The pyramid contains 4 layers with each 

layer having the core parts of The Ministry of Energy. Each layer has a percentage of 1,562%, 4,687%, 18,75%, and 75% from top 

to down and power multipliers of these layers are 1,3,12 and 48, respectively. The Layer 1L shows the ministry and related 

organizations. The Layer 2L is constituted of regulations and control. In this layer, there are three groups: regulation, auditing, and 
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improvement. The layer 3L is Research and Development (R&D) and Education. Currently, R&D layer is institutionally not 

established well in state governments worldwide [5]. The last layer 4L is production layer that production of goods and services 

based on the R&Ds are done. Additionally, current and future developments and environmental changes would require states and 

large companied to be restructured. 

Keywords: Model-Based System Engineering, Geometric Ratio Technique, Restructuring, Ministry of Energy 
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Abstract 

Sustainable development is a key factor in oil well drilling industry development, determining whether a company will able to 

maintain high-quality safety management for a long period of time. In order to improve safety in this industry and reduce 

occupational injuries and accidents, this study proposes the mathematical approach based on comprehensive evaluation with 

Technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution(TOPSIS) and Failure Mode and Effect Analysis(FMEA) with 

human factors in order to assess safety in oil well drilling enterprise. This paper is comprised of six stages. In the first stage, a 

model is constructed for assessing the safety of the oil well drilling industry based on a literature review. In the second step, FMEA 

technique indicators were used to value the identified risks. After that, ENTROPY technique was used in this article to determine 

the weight of the criteria. Next, in order to determine the most important risks, the TOPSIS technique was used based on the 

decision matrix and the given weight criteria. After that, based on a questionnaire, employees working in the operational department 

are examined in terms of some behavioral and mental health items to determine their relationship with the decrease or increase in 

accidents. Finally,based on the results obtained from the questionnaire and the research model, the most important risks that lead 

to the occurrence of accidents were identified and in order to achieve the highest efficiency in reducing the number of accidents in 

the drilling industry, implementation and practical solutions were presented. 

Keywords: Oil and gas well drilling, Failure mode and effects analysis, Technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution, Shannon 

Entropy, Human Fctors  
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Abstract 

Special planning is inevitable in order to prevent the waste of limited resources in the planning phase of emergency shelters after 

earthquakes, which are the indispensable and most destructive natural disasters in the history of the world. Furthermore, specific 

planning for shelters is an integral part of overall urban planning and is a key issue in solving the urban security problem. 

When planning earthquake emergency shelters, it is often necessary to prioritize the designated shelters to avoid wasting resources. 

Decision-making for shelter allocation affects the success of disaster response, taking into account the safety of victims. 

Evacuation planning emerges as an important and challenging element in emergency management due to the high level of uncertainty 
as well as the direct involvement of many players and institutions in the system. By addressing a variety of factors with conflicting 
objectives, mathematical modelling is extremely important and effective as it provides comprehensive application on all aspects 
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of evacuation planning to help responders and policy makers assess the time required to evacuate and estimate the numbers and 
distribution of casualties under different disaster scenarios. Accordingly, the mathematical formulation and solution methods of 
the evacuation optimization problems are important when planning the evacuation. 

In this study, we propose a method to determine whether the network in the area to be evacuated can be divided into buildings 
and evacuation shelters and to obtain the allocation of evacuation shelters without intersecting with evacuation routes. As a result 
of the evaluation experiments, it has been seen that the proposed method can prevent the passage of evacuation routes, while the 
traditional method has the possibility of passing the evacuation routes.    

Keywords: evacuation center allocation, optimization, emergency planning, disaster management, network division  
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Abstract 

A mumpreneur is a woman that identifies herself as a mother and a businesswoman at the same time in order to achieve a 

professional and family balance that is difficult to achieve in the traditional wage-earning organization. As a fast growing 

entrepreneurship community around the world, it is important to study this concept in the Moroccan context. This study will 

disclose, through a survey, the relationship between motherhood and the motivation of Moroccan women entrepreneurs and will 

give a demographic profile of women who are referred to as mumpreneurs.   

Keywords: entrepreneurship, mumpreneurs, motivational factors, decision making  
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Abstract  

The main topic of the study is dealing with the quality problems and management of SMEs in Turkey. The SMEs have a very high 

percentage of the total companies in Turkey and thus play an important role in the country's economy. The less quality awareness 

of the SMEs is leading to many different kinds of problems, but with the easy and uncomplicated 5S quality methodology these 

problems could be solved. 5S is a very helpful method to create overall quality and increases the efficiency of all processes. In 

addition, to get a better view of the current situation of the SMEs in terms of quality problems but also quality awareness, a survey 

was conducted. The Survey was made for the manufacturing SMEs in Ankara. The answers of fifty SMEs based in Ankara were 

analyzed and evaluated with non-parametric hypothesis tests. Under-qualified employees, poor quality education or training or 

disregarding overall quality are the main causes for the problems. Here, the quality managers have a critical role in order to train 

their employees sufficiently and to increase their quality awareness. With increasing awareness and the future plans described in 

Future Research, the 5S method could ensure that the SMEs in Turkey can enter into high-quality production. 

Keywords: 5S; SMEs in Turkey; Quality Awareness; Non-Parametric Tests; Likert Survey 
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Abstract 

This study was carried out to make the production lines of two food companies more ergonomic. One of the food companies included 

in the research is privately owned (Factory A) and the other is publicly owned (Factory B). During the work, the employees on the 

production lines were observed, posture analyzes were made using risk assessment methods. While analyzing the postures of the 

employees, OWAS, REBA, RULA, NIOSH LI methods from ergonomic risk assessment methods were used and the results were 

evaluated. All assessments were made using ErgoFellow 3.0 and ErgoPlus Industrial software. After various improvement 

suggestions for production lines, risk scores were tried to be reduced.  

Keywords: Risk assessment, Human factor and ergonomics, OWAS, REBA, RULA, NIOSH lifting index  
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Abstract 

This study is conducted to investigate the relationship between design quality and schedule delay in building projects. It aims at: 

1) identifying the main factors affecting design quality in building projects, 2) identifying the main delay factors in building 

projects, 2) establishing the relationship between design quality and delay in building projects. To achieve these objectives, a 

questionnaire survey is performed. Seventeen (17) factors that might affect design quality and 15 delay factors are listed in a 

questionnaire form. Sixty (60) contractors and 40 consultants are asked to rank the identified factors based on their severity. Results 

indicate that the top factors affecting design quality are: delay in payments by client for design services, allocation of staff to more 

than one project in the same time, copying and modifying from previous work to minimize time and cost, tight design schedule, 

designer’s unfamiliarity with construction materials and techniques that will be used in the project. The study also concludes that 

the top five delay factors include: payments delay, poor labor productivity, lack of skilled manpower, frequent change orders and 

rework. Regression analysis for data collected from 35 building projects shows a good correlation between design quality and delay 

in construction projects. 
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Abstract 

Due to increasing government laws, environmental preservation concerns, and greater public knowledge about environmental 

issues such as global warming, Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM) has arisen as a highly crucial and significant issue for 

enterprises. The incorporation of environmental considerations into traditional supplier selection procedures has enhanced the 

significance of Green Supplier Selection (GSS). In this case study, a car manufacturing business employs an integrated Supplier 

Selection (SS) approach based on green practices and data from the eight criteria. The TOPSIS technique was used to answer the 

GSS problem, which is highly successful in analyzing and choosing classical and environmental factors. Because of linguistic 

criteria and the impossibility of analyzing all criteria, the fuzzy methodology must be used in combination with the TOPSIS method. 
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To assess decision-makers and criteria, the intuitionistic fuzzy TOPSIS approach is utilized. Based on the hierarchy of significance, 

the IFT hybrid approach is quite good at determining which provider is best among the choices. 

 

Keywords: Green supply chain management(GSCM), Green supplier selection (GSS), Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM), 

Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS (IFT) 

PS13 

Other fields related to EM and IT  

Representation of Orthogonality in a Boolean Cube  

Yavuz Can 

Friedrich-Alexander-University, Erlangen, Germany  

*Corresponding author E-mail address: yavuz.can@fau.de 

Abstract 

Some visualization tools are used to support the analysis of Boolean functions, such as K-maps, Binary-Decision-Diagrams, Boolean 

Cube. In this work, the representation of Sum of Products in Boolean Cubes is presented first. Then the result of the investigation 

regarding the representation of orthogonality in the Boolean Cube is introduced. The property of orthogonality of a Sum of Products 

is of enormous importance in some cases. This article answers the question of which form of representation characterizes an 

orthogonal Sum of Products in a Boolean Cube. 

Keywords: Orthogonality, Sum of Products, Disjoint Sum of Products, Karnaugh Map, Boolean Cube  

Visual Object Tracking Using Machine Learning 
Ammar Odeh1, Ismail Keshta 2, Mustafa Al-Fayoumi3 

1,3 Department of Computer Science, King Hussein School of Computing Sciences, Princess Sumaya University for Technology 
Amman, Jordan 
2Department of Computer Science, College of Applied Sciences, AlMaarefa University Riyadh, KSA 

*Corresponding author E-mail address: a.odeh@psut.edu.jo 

 

Abstract: 

Visual object tracking has become a very active research area in recent years. Each year, a growing number of tracking algorithms 

are proposed. Object detection and tracking is a critical and challenging task in many critical computer vision applications, 

including automated video surveillance, traffic monitoring, autonomous robot navigation, and intelligent environments. Object 

tracking is segmenting an object of interest and tracking its velocity, orientation, and occlusion in a video scene to extract useful 

information. Over the last two decades, several object tracking approaches have been developed to design a robust object tracker 

that covers all practical obstacles in real-world operations. This paper reviews recent trends and advances in tracking and assesses 

the reliability of various trackers based on feature extraction techniques. In video processing, visual tracking has a wide range of 

applications. When a target is identified in one video frame, it is frequently advantageous to track that object in subsequent frames. 

Every successful frame in which the target is tracked yields more information about the target's identity and activity. Because 

tracking is more straightforward than detection, tracking algorithms can require fewer computational resources than object 

detectors. 

Keywords: Visual object tracking (VOT); Object Representation; Object recognition; Object Classification; object tracking  
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Problems of Water Supply in Wartime Conditions: Modeling, Forecasting, Solutions 

Irtyshcheva Innaa,  Kramarenko Irynaa*, Stehnei Mariannab, Boiko Yevheniiaa, Serbov Mykolac, Sirenko Ihora, Hryshyna 

Nataliyaa, Ishchenko Olenaa 

aDepartment of Management, Admiral Makarov National University of Shipbuilding, Mykolaiv, Ukraine 
 bDepartment of Еconomics and Finance, Mukachevo State University, Mukachevo, Ukraine 

 cOdessa National Academy of Food Technologies, Odessa, Ukraine 

* Corresponding author E-mail address: irinamk86@gmail.com 

Abstract 

The article aims to analyze the water supply problem in wartime conditions, implementation of the modeling process, forecasting, 

and justification of solutions. The implementation of the Sustainable Development of Water Resources in the conditions of Russia's 

war against Ukraine was analyzed, and proposed methodical approaches for monitoring and analyzing the process of achieving the 

goals of sustainable development of water resources in the regions of Ukraine, determining the degree of balanced development of 

water management and outlining the main problems that require priority solutions. The analysis of the calculations showed that in 

all regions, there is specific progress in the transition of the freshwater resources management system to the innovative model of 

Sustainable Development. However, it is predicted that in the conditions of the war, water supply indicators will deteriorate in the 

Mykolaiv, Kharkiv, Zaporizhzhia, Donetsk, Luhansk, and Kherson regions. Therefore, the development of the main directions of 

innovative support for the development of water resources in war conditions, the implementation of which will contribute to solving 

the main problems of the region in the field of food, economic and environmental security, was emphasized. 

Keywords: water supply, water, war, modeling, forecasting, Sustainable Development Goals  

Novel Approach for Intuitionistic Octagonal Fuzzy Travelling Salesman Problem 

Mariem Miledia,*, Souhail Dhouiba, Taicir Loukilb 

aHigher Institute of Industrial Management,University of Sfax, Tunisia 
bFaculty of Management and Economic Sciences, University of Sfax, Tunisia  

* Corresponding author E-mail address: mariem.iset@gmail.com 

Abstract 

The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a problem aiming to obtain the shortest cycle between all cities that should be visited 

by a salesperson. This latter has to keep the distance (or the travel cost) as minimal as possible and visit each city only once. In this 

paper, we introduce a new variant of the TSP where all parameters are presented as intuitionistic octagonal fuzzy numbers in order 

to help the decision maker to choose between the level of acceptance and non-acceptance for the travelling cost. To solve this 

problem, the novel column-row heuristic Dhouib-Matrix-TSP1 (DM-TSP1) is proposed with the Sum metric and enhanced with a 

defuzzification function. DM-TSP1 is composed of only four simple steps and repeated n iterations (where n is the number of 

cities) to rapidly create an initial basic feasible solution. A new case study is generated with a step-by-step resolution in order to 

show the effectiveness of the proposed new approach. 

Keywords: Intuitionistic Octagonal Fuzzy Travelling Salesman Problem, Optimization, Heuristic, Dhouib-Matrix, Dhouib-Matrix-

TSP1 
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Date: Thursday, 08.09.2022           

Time:10:15-11:15  
Keynote Speech 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“Public Transport for Smart Cities” 

Keynote Speaker:  

Prof. Janny M.Y. Leung 

Choi Kai Yau College, The University of Macau,  

President of the International Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS) 

Abstract: 

 

The idea of a smart city is one that utilizes IoT technologies and data analytics to optimize the efficiency of city operations and services, so as to 

provide a high quality of life for its citizens. Therefore, public transport for a smart city should aim beyond the movement of people, to providing mobility 

for living. The growth of metropolitan areas in many countries into mega-cities have led to extreme traffic congestion in city centers and urban sprawl on 

their outskirts. In order to provide sufficient coverage/frequency, an integrated co-ordinated multi-modal public transportation system is needed, leading 

to substantial increase in operational complexity. Environmental concerns and the recent pandemic may also have changed work and commuting patterns 

in the future. For smart cities, public transportation must offer ubiquitous access, real-time response to demand, convenience and quality service, and 

energy-efficient operations. This talk will discuss the challenges in network design, operations planning, scheduling and management of smart public 

transportation systems. 
 

Date: Thursday, 08.09.2022           Time: 8:30-10:10 Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Opening Ceremony 

# Title Time Duration (minutes) 

1 Opening Presentation 8:30-8:35 5 

2 
Prof. Hasan Okuyucu Speech (Dean of Faculty of Engineering and Natural 

Sciences) 
8:35-9:00 25 

3 Clip: AYBU Introduction 9:00-9:05 5 

4 
Prof. Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber Speech (Poznan University of Technology, 

Poznan, Poland; Chair of IFORS Developing Countries Online Resources) 

9:05-9:35 30 

5 Clip: SEMIT 2022-Sep Summary Clip 9:35-9:40 5 

6 Prof. A. Mirzazadeh Speech (Conference Chair) 9:40-10:05 25 

7 Clip: IJSOM 10:05-10:10 5 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
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Date: Thursday, 08.09.2022           

Time:11:15-12:00  
Keynote Speech 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“Optimal Control Computation for Nonlinear Time Delay Systems” 
Keynote Speaker:  

Prof. Kok Lay Teo  

John Curtin Distinguished Emeritus Professor, Curtin University, Professor and Associate Dean (Research & Postgraduate Studies), Sunway University 

Collaborators: Changjun Yu, Chongyang Liu, Ryan Loxton, and Changzhi Wu 

Abstract: 

 

Time-delay system is a type of dynamic system that depends not only on the current state and/or control but also on previous state and/or control. This 

phenomenon is encountered in various real-world situations. The control parameterization technique used in conjunction with the time scaling transform 

is an effective computational method for solving various optimal control problems. More specifically, the control parameterization method approximates 

the control function as a piecewise constant function with its heights and switching times as decision variables. The time scaling transform maps various 

time points into fixed time points in a new time horizon. However, time delays bring difficulties to time- 

scaling transformation when solving the time-delay optimal control problems. Although time- scaling transform technique maps the variable switching 

times into fixed time points in a new time horizon, it also transforms the fixed time delays defined in the original time horizon into variable delays in the 

new time horizon. Therefore, the time-scaling transformation technique fails to be applicable to solve the time-delay optimal control problem. In this 

talk, two generalized time scaling transforms will be discussed. The first transform is a hybrid time- scaling transform, which works by mapping the 

current state/control into a new time scale while the time-delay state/control still remain in the original time horizon. On this basis, variational method 

or co-state method can be used to derive the gradient formulas. Thus, gradient-based algorithms can be developed to solve the time-delay optimal control 

problems. However, the values of the delay state/control in the new time horizon can only be obtained by numerical interpolation. For the second 

transform, the explicit closed form expression for the variable delay in the new time horizon is derived, and hence is regarded as a complete version of 

the time scaling transform for time-delay optimal control problems. The gradient formulas of the objective and constraint functions can be derived based 

on variational method or costate method. A real-world practical example is solved so as to illustrate the effectiveness of the methods proposed. 
 

  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
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Date: Thursday, 08.09.2022           

Time:10:15-12:00  
Session Code: PS01 

Room 2, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09 

Title:  

“Leveraging Computational Intelligence for Sustainable Development” 

“Artificial Intelligence Applications in Engineering” 

“Engineering Optimization and Artificial Intelligence” 
Panel Chairs:  

Dr. Aybike Özyüksel Çiftçioğlu, Manisa Celal Bayar University,Turkey 
Dr. Sanjib Biswas, Calcutta Business School, India 
Dr. Samarjit Kar, National Institute of Technology, Durgapur, India 

Dr. Fatma Ünal, Hitit University, Turkey 

Panel Members:  

Prof. Dr. Erkan Doğan, Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Manisa Celal Bayar University, Türkiye 

Prof. Dr. Ali Demir, Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Manisa Celal Bayar University, Türkiye 

Assist. Prof. Dr. Halil Nohutçu, Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Manisa Celal Bayar University, Türkiye 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-010 Çiğdem Sıcakyüz Analysis of Decision Making capabilities of BI software used in enterprises in Turkey 

SEMIT-011 Fatma Unal, Batur Ercan Luminescence Behavior of Fe3O4@Eu:58S Bioactive Glass 

SEMIT-021 Sanjib Biswas, Neha Joshi, Samarjit Kar A Novel Computational Framework for Comparing CSR 

SEMIT-047 
Servet Soygüder, İbrahim Berke Kaşikçi, 

Bilal Cansiz 
The Effect of Use of PPE in the Construction Sector on Prevention of Occupational Accidents 

SEMIT-1000 Rahmi Baki Comparison of Innovation Performances of BRICS Countries through CRITIC and GRA Methods 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09
https://ocs.springer.com/ocs/conference/paper/view/SEMIT2022/false/54665541
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Date: Thursday, 08.09.2022           

Time: 10:15-12:00 
Session Code: PS02 

Room 3, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09  

Title:  

“ Economic, Social and Technology Factors Affecting Business and Social Sciences Aspects in Era of Industry 4.0” 
Panel Chairs: 

Dr. Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, International University of Japan, Japan 

Dr. Sylwia Gwoździewicz, Jacob Paradise University, Poland,  
Dr Le Huong Hoa, The Police University hcm city Vietnam 

Mr Dinh Tran Ngoc Hien, Ho Chi Minh Technical University, Vietnam 

Dr Ly Lan Yen, Academy of Finance, Hanoi Vietnam 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-1022 Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy Analyzing Macro Influence on Beta Capm of Sacombank on Vietnam with Vector Autoregression (VAR) Model 

SEMIT-1029 Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy 
Deepening Analysis of Solutions for Better Risk Management Strategies of Listed Vietnam Banks by Using 

Econometric Model with Weighted Beta Formula 

SEMIT-1046 

Iryna Kramarenko; Irtyshcheva Inna; 

Marianna Stehnei; Boiko Yevheniia; 

Nadtochii Iryna; Matiiko Natalia; 

Hryshyna Nataliya; Ishchenko Olena 

The Strategic Concept of Economic Development in the Focus of Design Management: National Features and 

International Experience 

SEMIT-1056 Pham Van Tuan 
Factors Affecting Farmers’ Intention to Convert to Organic Agricultural Production – A Case Study in Hanoi, 

Vietnam 

SEMIT-1074 Le Thi Diep Anh Analysis of Effects of Tiktok Short-Video on Gen Z’s Perceptions Toward Purchase Intention 

SEMIT-1075 Lanh Van Nguyen Using Econometric Mdoel for Analyzing Factors Affecting Exchange Rate in Vietnam in Post Low Inflaton Period 

 

  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09
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Date: Thursday, 08.09.2022        

Time:12:30-14:00  
Keynote Speech 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“Public Logistics Networks for Home Delivery” 

Keynote Speaker:  

Prof. Michael G. Kay  

Associate Professor, Fitts Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC  27695-7906, USA 

Abstract:  

This talk will describe the design methodologies and protocol/mechanism specifications involved in developing a public logistics network that is able to 

facilitate low-cost deliveries to the home via the use of autonomous vehicles. The challenges and opportunities of this approach to home delivery are 

discussed, along with a discussion and relative cost comparison of different home delivery alternatives. A network design procedure is discussed that 

determines the number and location of distribution centers (DCs) in a metro area that best supports home delivery, along with a storage system control 

architecture for use inside of a DC and a mechanism to coordinate the operation of each vehicle in DC in the home delivery network. Finally, an estimate 

is provided of the likely cost for each delivery to the home. 
 

Date: Thursday, 08.09.2022        

Time:12:30-13:15  
Workshop and paper session 

Room 2, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09 

Title:  

“Revamping Low Carbon Performance in the Green Practices for a sustainable Society: an Empirical Analysis” 

Speaker:  

Dr. Sadia Samar Ali 

Associate Professor, King Abdul Aziz University, Jeddah 21589, Saudi Arabia  

Abstract:  

The present study focusses on evaluating the impact green practices on Low carbon performance which affects the Sustainable manufacturing and societies. 

So, the author proposed a theoretical model to evaluate the proposed hypotheses for the given study. To test, the theoretical model, a survey was conducted 

using the modified Dillman’s approach. The data was collected from the manufacturer and 380 useable responses were obtained. Using the collected data, 

the measurement model was tested in the PLS-SEM package. The validity and reliability ensured the data is appropriate and can be used for further 

analysis. From, the structural model analysis, the authors found that proposed hypotheses are found to significant and support the theoretical model. 

However, in order to check the robustness of the proposed model, Machine Learning (ML) classifiers were used to test the hypotheses proposed in the 

study. Different ML classifiers were used and found ANN classifiers is apt for the study. Further it was found that hypotheses were valid with overall 

accuracy of 92.68% with an error value of 0.25. Moreover, the distinctness of the Regulatory Framework (RF) and LCP (Low Carbon Performance) were 

not widely observed. Therefore, a post hoc analysis was conducted to check the usability of the RF and LCP using the Item Response Theory (IRT) and 

found that RF and LCP are appropriate for the study. The present study is unique in terms of testing the theoretical model with different ML classifiers. 

Further, scale validation was carried out with the IRT to validate the efficacy of the proposed model. 
 

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09
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Date: Thursday, 08.09.2022        

Time: 13:15- 14 
Session Code: PS03 

Room 2, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09 

Title:  

“ Sustainable Logistics and Transportation under Uncertain Environments” 
Panel Chair: 

Prof. Dr. Sankar Kumar Roy, Department of Applied Mathematics with Oceanology and Computer Programming. 
Vidyasagar University, Midnapore-721102, West Bengal, India. 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-1020 

Marianna Stehnei; Irtyshcheva Inna; 

Iryna Kramarenko; Boiko Yevheniia; 

Nadtochiy Iryna; Sirenko Ihor; 

Hryshyna Nataliya; Ishchenko Olena 

Modeling and Forecasting the Post-war Economic Recovery of Ukraine&amp;#039;s Transport Potential 

SEMIT-1035 

Marianna Stehnei; Irtyshcheva Inna; 

Iryna Kramarenko; Boiko Yevheniia; 

Nadtochiy Iryna; Sirenko Ihor; 

Hryshyna Nataliya; Ishchenko Olena 

Methodical Approaches to Assessing the Regional Transport Potential of Ukraine: Modern Realities and 

Development Guidelines 

SEMIT-1039 

Mete Gündoğan, Zeynep Kiliç, Elif 

Nur Kahraman, Zehra Çelikten, 

Nurullah Güleç, Ibrahim Yilmaz,  

Restructuring the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry with Geometric Ratio Technique and Multiple Effect 

 

Date: Thursday, 08.09.2022        

Time:12:30-14  
Session Code: PS04 

Room 3, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09  

Title:  

“Recent Trends and Applications in Networks Communications” 

“Algebraic Tools with Cryptography” 

Panel Chairs:  

Dr. Serap Ergün, Isparta University of Applied Sciences, Turkey 
Dr. Barış Bülent Kırlar, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-008 ümit temel, Barış Bülent Kırlar Karakteristiği 2 Olan Sonlu Cisimler Üzerinde Tanımlı 6. ve 7.   

SEMIT-012 Tolga Yılmaz, Barış Bülent Kırlar Karakteristiği 2 Olan Sonlu Cisimler Üzerinde Tanımlı Tek, İki ve  Üç Terimli Permütasyon Polinomları 

SEMIT-1010 Svetlana Rastvortseva 
Assessing the Impact of Information and Communication Technology Implementation on Regional Economic 

Development and Growth 

SEMIT-1015 Serap Ergün Deep Reinforcement Learning at Scramble Intersections for Traffic Signal Control: An Example of Shibuya Crossing 

SEMIT-1042 
Ahmet Faruk DURSUN; Kübra 

Seyhan; Sedat Akleylek 

End-to-End Encrypted Instant Message Application of Post-Quantum Secure Key Encapsulation Mechanisms for 

Mobile Applications 
 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09
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Date:  Thursday, 08.09.2022        

Time:14:15-16:15 
Workshop 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“ Approximation Methods under uncertain environments” 

Speakers:  

Prof. Souhail Dhouib  

OLID laboratory, higher institute of industrial management, university of SFAX, Tunisia, former vice president of Tunisian operational research society 

 

Prof. Taicir Moalla Loukil  

MODILS laboratory, faculty of management and economic sciences, university of SFAX, Tunisia, president of the Tunisian operational research society 

 

Abstract: 

 

Generally, the approximation methods (Heuristics and Metaheuristics) provide a solution for complex problems in a polynomial computational time. 

These methods are basically developed for certain environment with crisp data. However, in real live data of industrial problems are generally presented 

under fuzzy, intuitionistic or neutrosophic environments.  

In this workshop we will discuss about the enhancement of existent optimization methods for combinatorial problems (Scheduling Problem, Knapsack 

Problem, Shortest Path Problem, Transportation Problem, etc.) or continuous problems (Engineering Design Problem, etc.) under fuzzy, intuitionistic or 

neutrosophic domains. Real world application with step by step explication will be highly appreciated.. 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
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Date:  Thursday, 08.09.2022        

Time:14:15-16:15 
Session Code: PS05 

Room 2, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09 

Title:  

“Recent Advances of Circular Economy and Sustainable Development in Supply Chain Management” 

Panel Chair: Dr. Mustapha Oudani, International University of Rabat, Morocco 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-040 
Ibaaz Khalid, Mustapha Oudani, Cherkaoui 

Mouhamed, El Harraki Imad 
Automated Pinch-Exergy analysis for processes industries:  ∆Tmin effect on energy and exergy targets 

SEMIT-044 
Chaymae Makri, Said Guedira, Imad El 

Harraki, Soumia El Hani 
Predicting the energy demand in the case of an industrial sector using a deep learning model 

SEMIT-1008 
Oumaima Zarhaoui, Kenza Oufaska, 

Mustapha Oudani, Khalid El Yassini 
Joint Supplier selection and facility location problem 

SEMIT-1053 

Marianna Stehnei; Irtyshcheva Inna; Iryna 

Kramarenko; Boiko Yevheniia; Nadtochii 

Iryna; Sirenko Ihor; Hryshyna Nataliya; 

Ishchenko Olena 

Methodical Approaches to the Assessment of Relationships Between the Parameters of the Transport Potential of 

Ukraine 

SEMIT-1067 Gerçek Budak; Ece Çubukçu; Büşra Sırık A Mathematical Model for Traffic Density Reduction Under Traffic Jam Solutions’ Selection with Budget Constraint 

SEMIT-1068 Bhaskar Tambi Modified Trigger Quantity Model in Digital Kanban System 
 

Date:  Thursday, 08.09.2022        

Time:14:15-16:15 
Session Code: PS06 

Room 3, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09  

Title:  

“Cyber Security and Cyber Resilience in Next-Generation Connected Supply Chain Networks” 

“Recent Advances of Circular Economy and Sustainable Development in Supply Chain Management” 

Panel Chairs:  

Dr. Alireza Goli, University of Isfahan, Iran 

Dr. Erfan Babaee Tirkolaee, Istinye University, Turkey 

Dr. Karim Zkik, School of Engineers, France 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-013 
Doha Haloui, Kenza Oufaska, Mustapha 

Oudani, Khalid El Yassini 
A multi-criteria decision making approach for the sustainable location of urban farms: Towards Farming 4.0 

SEMIT-026 Yağmur Arıöz, Abdullah Yıldızbaşı 
Evaluation of Circular Economy Strategies Based on the  Process Management of Renewable Energy Technologies:  

A MCDM Approach 

SEMIT-048 Faustino Taderera Running logistics cargo centres in the Oman and Zimbabwe: the key performance indicators and fault lines 

SEMIT-1028 
Alireza Goli; Iman Shahsavani; Mahnaz 

Naghsh Nilchi 
A Systematic Literature Review of Circular Economy Contributions Toward Sustainable Development 

SEMIT-1060 Marliyah Marliyah; Budi Dharma Integration of Risk Management in Indonesian Islamic Higher Education for Sustainability in Industry 4.0 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09
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Date:  Thursday, 08.09.2022        

Time: 16:30-18 
Workshop 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“Machine Learning: Select and Implement” 
Speakers:  

Prof. Safa Bhar Layeb 

Professor of industrial engineering, member of the OASIS Lab, National Engineering School of Tunis, Tunisia.  

Dr. Marwa Hasni 

Assistant professor, Industrial Engineering, ISSIG Gabes, University of Gabes.  

Abstract: 

 

Machine learning is the science of programming machines to perform human tasks without being explicitly   programmed   to.    Email   spam   recognition, spelling   

checkers, and    platform   video recommenders are commonly encountered machine learning applications that we are exploring in our everyday life. In this workshop, 

two   learning objectives are   targeted.  First, acquire practice implementation of machine learning algorithms using Python.   Second, give key criteria to help to 

select adequate machine learning algorithm given a particular case study. 

For the purpose of the first objective, a comprehensive review of algorithms covering major machine learning models is provided. Afterwards, specified labs are 

animated using python.  We propose the Simple Linear regression, the Multiple Linear regression and the Logistic regression to deal with the regression models. The 

Decision Tree, the Random Forest and the Naïve Bayes for classification models; and the K-means, the Nearest Neighbors (NN) and the Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) for the clustering ones. 
To accomplish the second objective, we will introduce some popular use cases of Machine Learning and go through Machine Learning interview questions to assess 
practical market expectations. 

 

  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
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Date:  Thursday, 08.09.2022        

Time: 16:30-18 
Session Code: PS07 

Room 2, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09 

Title:  

“Analytical Decision Making ” 

Panel Chair:  

Dr. Sita Ram Sharma, Department of Applied Sciences, Chitkara University, Himachal Pradesh, India 

Panel Member:  

Dr. Shallu Sharma, Department of Mathematics, University of Jammu ,India 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-045 
Madhu Gupta, Neha Kumra, Sita 

Ram  
Pythagorean Tree type Fractals and more fractal designs 

SEMIT-1002 

Mehmet Kabak, Ahmet Aktas, 

Serhat Aydin, Claire Su-Yeon 

Park 

A Mathematical Model for Staff Size Planning in Homecare Services 

SEMIT-1024 
Zekeriya Özkan; Duygu 

Aruğaslan Çinçin; Marat Akhmet 
On Solutions of a Parabolic Partial Differential Equation of Neutral Type with Piecewise Continuous Time Delay 

SEMIT-1047 
Zülal Kenger; Ömer Nedim 

Kenger; Eren Özceylan 
Analytic Hierarchy Process for Public Transportation: A Bibliometric and Social Network Analysis 

SEMIT-1055 

Aynura Poladova; Salih Tekin; 

Zulfiye Hanalioglu; Tahir 

Khaniyev 

On Investigation of Stock Control Model Under the Assumption of Nonlinear Dependence 

 

  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09
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Date: Friday, 09.09.2022         

Time: 9:00-09:45 
Keynote Speech 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“Energy-Efficient Scheduling in Robotic Manufacturing Cells” 
Keynote Speaker:  

Dr. Hakan Gultekin,  

Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, Department Postgraduate and Research Coordinator, 

Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat, Oman 

Abstract: 

Industrial robots are widely used in factories, and their usage rates are still increasing rapidly every year. They are preferred for many reasons, such as increasing 

throughput rates, providing flexibility in production, and performing work that may be toxic or dangerous for workers or non-ergonomic. One of the most common 

uses of industrial robots is material handling. Production systems consisting of several machines and a robot responsible for loading and unloading these machines 

and transporting materials between them are called robotic cells. 

In order to obtain maximum benefit from robotic cells, critical operational problems need to be solved. Among them, the sequencing of the jobs and the robot's 

movements are among the most important. On the other hand, robotic cells are systems with high energy consumption due to their structure. This talk will first define 

the classical operational problems in robotic cells. Later we will discuss the modelling of energy consumption of the robot with respect to its movement speed and the 

trade-off between the throughput rate and energy consumption. We will develop optimization models and solution procedures that consider this trade-off for robotic 

cells of different structures. The results compiled from various studies will show how much energy can be saved under different scenarios. 
 

Date: Friday, 09.09.2022         

Time: 9:45-10:30 
Keynote Speech 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“50 Years Limits of Growth, Management Science Challenges and Perspectives on Energy Security and Complex Resource Conflicts” 
Keynote Speaker:  

Prof. Stefan Pickl 

Institute for Theoretical Computer Science, Mathematics and Operations Research at Universität der Bundeswehr München, Germany 

Abstract: 
2022 is a special year from different perspectives: Resource conflicts, security and climate-policy issues play an important role. This talk summarizes the history of 

more than 50 years Club of Rome and their important contribution “Limits of Growth” and presents special views from Management Science to complex resource 

conflicts and scenario-based decision making processes in context of energy security. 

Different mathematical decision models and solution concepts are introduced. The TEM model is summarized and a game-theoretic extension is discussed. An 

algorithmic solution concept based on intelligent optimization techniques is derived. Some generalizations are characterized and discussed:  Managerial Decision 

Making will be influenced in the future by certain developments of AI-based expert systems, machine learning techniques as well as different reinforcement learning 

approaches. Prescriptive analytics could be considered as an example how managerial decision making could be seen as a further application for control science and 

classical optimization in context of energy security and complex resource conflicts. May intelligent game theoretic solutions lead to sustainable solutions … ?. 
  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
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Date: Friday, 09.09.2022          

Time: 9:00-10:30 
Session Code: PS08 

Room 2, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09 

Title:  

“Emerging Topics in Operations Research and Game Theory” 
Panel Chair:  

Prof. Sırma Zeynep Alparslan Gök, Suleyman Demirel University, Turkey 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-1001 
Medine Demir; Sırma Zeynep 

Alparslan Gök; Pınar Usta; 
Akran Grup Durumları ve Oyun Teorisi ile Modellenmesi Üzerine 

SEMIT-1007 
İsmail Özcan; Sırma Zeynep Alparslan 

Gök; Gerhard Wilhelm Weber 
on the Core of Cooperative Grey Games Under Bubbly Uncertainty 

SEMIT-1012 Pınar Usta; Nesibe Uysal Shelter Site Selection after Natural Disasters. 

SEMIT-1052 
Cansu ÖZER; Serap Ergün; Sırma 

Zeynep Alparslan Gök 
Uzay Enkazı Üzerine Matematiksel Bir Model 

SEMIT-1066 Babek Erdebilli; Selcen Aslan Ozsahin Multi-Layer Fuzzy Regression Models 
 

Date: Friday, 09.09.2022          

Time: 9:00-10:30 
Session Code: PS09 

Room 3, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09  

Title:  

“Recent Trends and Practices of Machine Learning in Marketing and Operations Management” 
“Technology in Marketing” 

Panel Chairs: 

Dr. Burçin Kaplan, Istanbul Aydin University, Turkey 

Dr. Hamidreza Irani, University of Tehran, Iran 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-004 

Hamid Reza Irani, Farhad Oghazian, 

Mostafa Esmaeili Mahyari, 

Mohammad Erfan Sobhani 

Investigation on Content of online reviews created by hotel guests(Case: Iran) 

SEMIT-007 Ugur Sener 
Comparison of Machine Learning and Classical Statistical Forecasting Techniques with Turkish Electric 

Automobiles Demand Data 

SEMIT-022 
Vildan Gülpınar Demirci; Burçin 

Kaplan 

The Relationship between General Attitudes of Online Consumer Reviews, Purchasing Behavior in Social 

Media, Perception of Risk and Trust in Online Shopping: A Study with Machine Learning in R 

SEMIT-1004 Aybike Özyüksel Çiftçioğlu Machine Learning in Concrete Compressive Strength Classification 

SEMIT-1016 Ahmet Koçak An Analysis of AI and ML Systems of Most Valuable Automotive Brands in terms of Marketing Strategies 

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09
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Date: Friday, 09.09.2022         

Time: 10:45-11:30 
Keynote Speech 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“How Can We Mind the Gap Between Theory and Practice in Prescriptive Analytics?” 
Keynote Speaker:  

Prof. Bernardo Almada-Lobo 

University of Porto, Faculty of Engineering, INESC-TEC 

Abstract: 
Most organizations already use to a certain extent effectively descriptive analytics to understand past events. Fewer attempts through predictive analytics the 

anticipation of scenarios and estimation of trends, and only a minority triggers great or clever recommendations based on prescriptive analytics. The necessary 

change of companies’ mindset regarding the use of optimization models and business decision support systems, requires more than just appropriate technology, 

people and processes. It requires a proper change management. 

In parallel, academic institutions must also lift the practical relevance of the research conducted in operations research and management science.   

In this talk, we make use of a few successful and unsuccessful business analytics R&D projects related to operations management, as well as recent developments 

in prescriptive analytics, to draw some guidelines and best practices of this field. 
 

Date: Friday, 09.09.2022         

Time: 11:30-12:30 
Workshop 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“Assessing the impact of information and communication technology implementation on regional economic development and growth” 
Speaker:  

Prof. Svetlana Rastvortseva  
World Economy Department, Faculty of World Economy and International Affairs. University HSE, Russia 

Abstract: 
The positive impact of information and communication technologies (ICT) on economic development and growth in a country or region is beyond doubt. However, 

when conducting empirical tests based on different countries and regions of the world, this relationship looks ambiguous. The study uses two approaches, static and 

dynamic, represented by the Cobb-Douglas production function and the neoclassical growth model. The static approach assesses how the main components of ICT 

(fixed telephone subscriptions per 100 inhabitants, mobile cellular subscription per 100 inhabitants, fixed broadband subscription per 100 inhabitants, internet users 

as percentage of population) affect economic development (GDP or GRP per capita in the current period of time). The dynamic approach shows this impact on the 

rate of economic growth, i.e. in the long run. The object of the research is (1) 27 countries of the European Union during the period from 1960 to 2020, (2) 83 regions 

of Russia during the period from 2000 to 2019, but not before a particular technology implementation. The analysis has shown that ICTs have a permanent positive 

impact on economic development (both in EU countries and in Russia). At the same time, the impact of different types of technologies on economic growth is observed 

predominantly in the early stages of development and has a lag shift. 
 

  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
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Date: Friday, 09.09.2022          

Time: 10:45-12:30 
Session Code: PS10 

Room 2, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09 

Title:  

“Sustainability” 

Panel Chair:  

Dr. Yavuz Selim Ozdemir, Ankara Science University, Turkey 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-024 Pradip Banerjee, Surajit Dan, Tandra Pal A Spherical Fuzzy based Intelligent Framework for Exploring the Key Issues of the Litigants 

SEMIT-034 Tatapudi Gopikrishna Vasista Environmental Impact Assessment In Green Building Construction Project Management For Sustainable Development 

SEMIT-1017 
Trung Tran; Anh Hai Le; Nghia Trong 

Ha 
Management of Training and Fostering of Ethnic Minority Cadres in Vietnam 

SEMIT-1045 Bekir Akıncı;  Using MCDM Approaches to Select a Cloud Computing Service Provider for a Bank Project 

SEMIT-1063 Burcu Devrim İçtenbaş Estimating Medical Waste Generation Utilizing Penalized Regression Models 
 

Date: Friday, 09.09.2022          

Time: 10:45-12:30 
Session Code: PS11 

Room 3, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09 

Title:  

“Reliability and Safety Engineering, System Engineering and System Safety, Safety in Industry 4.0” 

Panel Chair:  

Dr Mazdak Khodadadi, University of Science and Culture, Tehran, Iran 
Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-019 
Mazdak Khodadadi-Karimvand, Hadi 

Shirouyehzad 
Role of Functional Safety in Industry 4.0 

SEMIT-020 
Mazdak Khodadadi-Karimvand, Zahra 

Sojoudi, Hamidreza Zakeri 

Prioritization of Critical Success Factors in Implementation of Safety Programs for Establishing Process Safety 

Management System, Using FAHP 

SEMIT-023 
Siamak Cheraghi, Mazdak Khodadadi-

Karimvand 

Developing and Implementation of Leading and Lagging Indicators in Process Safety Management at Oil & Gas 

Processing Industries: Case Study of Transferring Petroleum 

SEMIT-1038 
Mete Gündoğan; Selen Dilara Kirklar; 

Ömer Gençdoğmuş; Alp Eren Başsoy; 

Nurullah Güleç 

Restructuring The Industry And Technology System 

SEMIT-1041 
Mete Gündoğan, Burak Çetin, Melike 

Nur Tek, Tuğrul Uğurlu, Nurullah 

Güleç, İbrahim Yilmaz 

Restructuring the Ministry of Energy of Republic of Turkey 

SEMIT-1054 Negar Afzali Behbahani 
Propose a Safety Performance Assessment Framework for the Oil Well Drilling Industry’s Sustainable Development 

Based on TOPSIS-FMEA and Human Factors 

 
 

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09
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Date: Friday, 09.09.2022         

Time: 13:30- 15 
Workshop 

Room 1, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Title:  

“Metaheuristics for Combinatorial Optimization Problems: from Design to Implementation” 
SPEAKERS:   

Dr. Roya Soltani 

Department of Industrial Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Khatam University, Tehran, Iran 

Dr. Shahla Paslar 

Department of Industrial Engineering, Bandar Abbas Branch, Islamic Azad University, Bandar Abbas, Iran 

 

Abstract: 

 

Metaheuristics are general high-level procedures that coordinate simple heuristics and rules to find high-quality solutions to combinatorial optimization 

problems. Through this workshop, first metaheuristics and their building blocks are introduced so that the scholars and researchers will be able to learn 

the main concepts relevant for the design and implementation of metaheuristics for practical problems such as logistic and supply chains, transportation, 

telecommunications, vehicle routing and scheduling, manufacturing and production, timetabling, sports scheduling, facility location and layout, network 

design, power generation, finance, marketing, among others. 

Finally, the essential steps for implementing a metaheusristic algorithm is described to solve a real world problem. 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09
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Date: Friday, 09.09.2022          

Time: 13:30- 15 
Session Code: PS12 

Room 2, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09 

Title:  

“Quality and Productivity Improvement” 
Panel Chairs: 

Dr. Alireza Goli, University of Isfahan, Iran 

Mr. Dhritiman Chanda, Vishwakarma University, Pune, India 

Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-009 Serap Ergun a Network Division Based Approach to the Challenge of Optimizing the Allocation of Evacuation Centers 

SEMIT-028 mounia rbiha, Karima Mialed Is Motherhood a Motivational Factor for Moroccan Women Entrepreneurs ? 

SEMIT-039 
Melike Nur Tek, İrem Özkan, Melek 

İlarslan, Deniz Efendioğlu 
A Survey on Quality Problems in SME's in Ankara: The Implementation of the 5S Methodology 

SEMIT-051 Ergün Eraslan Ergonomic Modifications to Reduce the Risk Scores in Production for Food Companies 

SEMIT-1014 Ibrahim Mahamid Influence of Design Quality on Schedule Delay in Building Projects 

SEMIT-1065 
Shabnam Amirnezhad Barough; babek 

Erdebilli; Ergün Eraslan 
Developing a GSS Model in the Automobile Manufacturing Industry Using the IFTOPSIS Method 

 

Date: Friday, 09.09.2022          

Time: 13:30- 15 
Session Code: PS13 

Room 3, link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5018457134?pwd=Ujh0T2JraExIaVRYZE44YzR5ZWYwdz09  

Title:  

” Other fields related to EM and IT” 

Panel Chairs:  

Dr. Ammar Odeh, Princess Sumaya University for Technology, Amman, Jordan 

Dr. Yavuz Can, Friedrich-Alexander-University, Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany 
Paper Code Authors Paper Title 

SEMIT-030 Yavuz Can Representation of Orthogonality in a Boolean Cube 

SEMIT-1003 
Ammar Odeh; Ismail Mohammad; 

Mustafa Al-Fayoumi 
Visual Object Tracking Using Machine learning 

SEMIT-1043 

Irtyshcheva Inna; Iryna Kramarenko; 

Boiko Yevheniia; Marianna Stehnei; 

Serbov Mykola; Sirenko Ihor; Hryshyna 

Nataliya; Ishchenko Olena 

Problems of Water Supply in Wartime Conditions: Modeling, Forecasting, Solutions 

SEMIT-1044 
Mariem Miledi; Souhail Dhouib; Taicir 

Loukil 
Novel Approach for Intuitionistic Octagonal Fuzzy Travelling Salesman Problem 

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6126609840?pwd=RG5kSjMrS2F4aS81NHoxaVJrdmI1Zz09
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Date: Thursday, 09.09.2022            

Time: 15:15-16:45 

Room 1, link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9542978480?pwd=QitQKzVKK2kxTkxLQUtMZXdvVnpDQT09 

Closing Ceremony 

# Title Time Duration (minutes) 

1 Closing Presentation 15:15-15:20 5 

2 Dr. Ibrahim Yilmaz Speech (Conference Chair) 15:20-15:45 25 

3 

Prof. Josef Jablonsky Speech (University of Economics and Business, 

Prague, Czech Republic; Vice President of the Czech Society for 

Operational Research) 

15:45-16:05 20 

4 Clip: SEMIT 2022 16:05-16:10 5 

5 SEMIT 2022 Special Issues 16:10-16:25 15 

6 Appreciation  16:25-16:45 20 
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